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holARCH 17, 1971
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

•••1•1111•.*4.

United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, March 18, 1971

Rev. Porter Will
Speak On Sunday

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXII No. 65

Draft Board Here
To Be Phased Out

Rev. William Porter, head of
the United Campus Ministry,
Murray State University and
former minister of the First
Christian Church, will be the
speaker at the 10:30 a.m. service
on Sunday, March 21, at St.
Drug Abuse Said
John's Episcopal Church, Main
and Broach Streets.
Out Of Control
The public is invited to attend,
In Navy, Marines
a church spokesman said.

A new book is out entitled "How
You Can Beat Inflation". Cost of
the book, ;7.95.

We were amused by an exchange
on the "Today" show between
Barbara Walters and Mrs.
Martha Mitchell, wife of the
Attorney General. Mrs. Mitchell
is known for being outspoken. She
proves also that she can handle
herself well with commentators.
This exchange took place on the
February 11 show.

4

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

_ —•

County To
Be Served
By Mayfield

WASHINGTON (UPI) —Navy
Secretary John H. Chafee says
drug abuse in the Navy and
Marines is out of control, and
Calloway County Post 5638, racial tension is growing "at an
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the alarming rate:"
The office of Local Board No. 10
United States, will meet at the "I would be less than candid
of Selective Service, now located
Triangle Inn on Monday, March were I to imply that we have
in the Postoffice Building,
the. (drug) problem fully under
M, at seven p.m.
Murray, will be closed sometime
Wednescontrol,"
said
Chafee
A "dutch" supper will be
between April 15 and June 1,
day
in
testimony
before
.the.
and persons-according to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
"Mrs. Walters: You've made
interested in becomming VFW Senate Appropriations Commitexecutive secretary of the local
tee.
headlines because of your habit
members, are urged to attend, a
board.
He said efforts were being
Mrs. Gussle Adams
of making telephone calls late at
spokesman said.
First place winnersk the Murray Woman's Club contests held WedLesclay
redoubled
to assure equal
evenhig, March 17, at 7:08
night. At those times, do you
Mrs. Adams said the Calloway
p.m. at the clubhouse were Sarah Sams, music; Mrs. Wells Purdom, Jr.,
opportunities for blacks, noting
adult sewing; Marilyn Stalls Named County
board will be combined with
know what it is that impells you
Parks,student sewing; Gall Lyons, art; and Christi Conoway,elementary division,
that the number of Negro
boards from four other counties,
to do it?
poetry, (standing
left to right); Vicki Pat Lamb,senior division, essay; Marietta Farris, senior
officers has risen from 10 in
division, poetry; Janet Ford Youth Chairman
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, and
"Mrs. Mitchell: Well, let's
Byeriy,junior high division, essay,(seated left to right).
Graves,
with y the
Buel E. Stalls, Jr. of 407 North 1949 to over 500 in 1970.
straighten that out. May I ask you,
main
But, Chafee said, "In 1969,
headquarters beihg in Mayfield
a question?
5th Street, has been named Youth
and called the Mayfield Local
Chairman in Calloway County, only eight incidents with racial
"Mrs. Walters: Certainly
for Ford for Governor, according overtones were brought to my The women of the Oaks Board Support Center.
"Mrs. Mitchell: How many
year, the Country Club will have its first The local executive secretary
Last
telephone calls have I made late
to an announcement made by Z. attention.
at night?
C. Enix, chairman for Wendell number of incidents brought to ladies day luncheon of the year at will be one of two persons
my attention increased ten- the club on Wednesday, March working out of the Mayfield of•
"Mrs. Walters: Well, the one that
Final rites for L. J. Hill, age 59, Ford for Governor.
fold."
24, at 12:15 p.m.
fice. She said a representative
comes to my mind—and really, 11
Stalls
president
was
the
of
were held today at 2:30 p.m. at
from the Support Center will be in
you had to pin me down, as you
M.S.U. Young Democrats in 1965. He said at least 11,700 men
Baptist
Church
with
Hazel
the
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., contest Slim, was named winner in the
were directly implicated with
are, I would think of the one about
Winchester of- He has held the office of State nareoties-An-- the Navy and Reservations should be made the counties in the board once a
music contest. She played Bach's Rev_.. B._
National
President
Senator Fulbright. There have chairman of the Murray
arid—
by Tuesday at noon by calling month to meet with members of
"Sonata in G Minor" Her in- ficiating.
Treasurer in Phi Beta Lambda, Marines in 1970. The Navy either the chairman, Murrelle the local Selective Service board
been others, though, have there Woman's Club, has announced
Serving
pallbearers
active
as
winners in the local music, essay, strument is the flute; her teacher
the
status
an honorary business fraternity. discharged '5,000 men and the Walker 753-4517, or the co- regarding
not?
of
is David Gowans. Mrs. Chuck were Eurie Garland, James Stalls
"Mrs. Mitchell: Can you name poetry, sewing, and art contests
has just completed his six Marines released 1,700. Another chairman, Essie Caldwell 753- registrants for the counties.
Lassiter,
Crouse,
Hardeman
Bill
Moffett,
chairman
of
vice
the
sponsored by her club and held
3,000 sailors were mx25 and
them?
Nix, Dwain Taylor, John Comp- years obligation in the U. S. Air 2,000 were punished either by 4920. All women of the club are Members of the local Selective
Wednesday, March 17, at 7:00 Music Department, presented the
Service board are Dr. H. B.
Force Reserves. He attended
"Mrs. Walters: No
urged to attend.
ton,
Tommy
Carroll,
John
and
first-place award to Miss Sams.
Bailey, Jr., chairman, James A.
Calloway County High and military or civilian authorities.
"Mrs. Mitchell: Can anyone else p.m. at the clubhouse.
lovins.
Judges
the
for
were
event
Sarah Sams, a sophomore at
Murray State University.
name them?
Other hostesses are Mary Alice Parker, Joe Berry, Robert
pallbearers
Honorary
were
MALE
DOG FREE
Murray High School and the Mesdames Eugene Berrill, David
Jack Newport, Bill Forres, Stalls is vice president and A six months old male dog, 1'2 Smith, Grace James, Mable Hendon, and Glindel Reaves.
(Continued on Page Six )
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Gowans, and Joe Prince.
Laymen White, Ray Lassiter, sales manager of the Murray English Setter, L2 Irish Setter, is Rogers, Bobbie Buchanan, Maxa Col. Taylor L. Davidson, state
Read, Cathryn Garrott, Marie Selective Service director, said
Mrs. Jim Hall, representing the Coleman Hurt, Flenoy Outland, Machine and Tool Co. and M & S free to
someone for a pet. For
with the reorganization of the
Weaver, and Linda White.
Kappa
Department which Gene Miller, Joe Adams, Willie Steel Co.
information call 753-3903.
board support centers, a 25 per
sponsored the essay contest, 0. Vinson, R. M Vance, Floyd
cent reduction in paid personnel
introduced and presented awards Barrow,and Calvin Key, deacomis
will be made.He was in Paducah
to the four winning essayists.
of the Hazel Baptist Church,
Wednesday meeting with draft
In the junior high division, the along with Bob Cook, Dr. J. B.
boards
and
executive
essay topic was "What I Owe for Dover, Jerry Boyd, Glen Barnett,
secretaries.
My
Heritage."
First
place
winner
Leon
Census
the
Hendricks,
Bureau's
population
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Most
Bud Myers,
Now there will be only four
American families pay about division, revealed the figures in was Janet Byerly, eighth grade Paul Dailey, W. B. Milstead,
offices in this area where there
the same percentage of their a speech prepared for the student at Faxon Elementary Brent Langston, Edward Brown,
once were 17 offices, according to
earnings in federal, state and Conference Board, a research and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lovins, and Cleburn
Selective Service officials. The
Jackie
Byerly.
Second
place
Adams.
local taxes whether
their organization for commerce and
Paducah Center will be for
annual income is an impover- industry meetipg in New York. winner was Pam Robertson, Burial was in the Oak Grove
Ballard, McCracken, Marshall,
eighth grade student at Faxon, Cemetery with the arrangements
ished $2,000, an affluent $50,000 The text was released here.
and Livingston Counties. The
or anywhere in between, Census The census found that federal the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. by the Miller Funeral Home of
have forced the South Vietna- sources called "an all-out North Hopkinsville
By BERT W. OKULEY
Center will include
Hazel.
Bureau figures showed today. tax collections—individual in- William Robertson.
SAIGON ( UPI —U.S. helicop- mese to pull back toward the Vietnamese assault."
. Lyon, Trigg, Caldwell, Christian,
Hill died Monday at the Baptist ters airlifted nearly 2,000 more border with South Vietnam.
come tax, Social Security tax Senior high winners were Vicki
Lt. Gen. Hoang Xuan Lam,
Taxes—direct and indiPect, and the portion of the corporate Pat Lamb, daughter of Mr. and Memorial Hospital, Memphis, South Vietnamese troops out of "We have not been put
(Continued on Page Six)
to
obvious and hidden—take about profit tax that is passed along Mrs. Joe Pat Lamb,a sophomore Tenn. He is survived by his wife, Laotian jungle near abandoned rout," the spokesman said. commander of South' Vietnasaid
Laos,
forces
mese
in
30 per cent of the income of the to consumers in the form
Base "lob" today. "Rumors saying the Commuof at Calloway County, first place; Mrs. Lurlene Foster Hill; two Fire
vast majority of American higher prices—generally rose and Sandra Hargrove, daughter sons, Ricky and Keith Hill; one Another South Vietnamese unit nists forced the South Vietna- government troops had mainfamilies because regressive with income although there of Mr. and Mrs. James Hargrove, brother, T. C. (Bill) Hill; two was reported surrounded by mese back to the border are tained a 10-1 kill ratio over the
Communists since the Laotian
sales and property taxes offset wer3 a few excptions and the a junior at Calloway County, grandchildren, Keith Jay and North Vietnamese after suffer- completely untrue."
drive began Feb. 8.
income taxes which are scaled rate of increase was small.
second place. A $25 savings bond Scott Young Hill.
'All-Out Assault'
ing more than 100 dead and
Lam called the casualty
to the abilitl to pay.
But, Miller said, state and was presented to each first place
wounded.
Base "Brown," near figures "a victory ... a sign of
Fire
At
winner,
and
a
cash
prize
of
$10
local
taxes—mostly sales and
A South Vietnamese spokes- -Lobo," beleaguered South Viet- winning."
The -biggest tax bite is felt by
VANISHED TENTS
property taxes—were "regres- was presented to the second place
man in Saigon denied reports namese forces were reported Nevertheless, the 50 killed
the poorest group of families,
The annual reunion of the Hazel
FECKHENHAM,
England
sive at all income levels." The
(Continued on Page Six)
those with income of less than
UPI )—The man .who tele- that North Vietnamese forces preparing for what military and 80 wounded the South High School Alumni Association
lowest income group, under
Vietnamese reported in fighting will be held on Saturday, April 10,
$2,000 a year. They pay an
phoned a camping equipment
today near "Lobo" were the at seven p.m. at Captain's Kitaverage of 50 per cent of their $2,000, paid the highest percenTHREE CITED
shop said he wanted to see the
tage of earnings, 27.2 per cent, Three
highest acknowledged by Saigon chen, located two miles north of
earnings in taxes.
persons were cited by best telit the store had. So the
in state and local taxes. The the Murray
in a single battle since the Murray on U. S. Highway 641
Police Department manager put up the tent on a
rate
declined
steadils
as on Wednesday. They were one
Laotian campaign began. The North.
But taken together, persons .
piece of land outside. The man
for
spokesman said the North Dr. Billy G. Hurt, pastor of the
with income of less than $2,000 income rose, with the highest driving while intoxicated, one for never showed, and the manager
Vietnamese lost 567 killed in Immanuel Baptist Church,
and more than $50,000 account income group,those over $50,000, public drunkenness, and one for decided to leave it up overnight
By Dwain McIntosh
amount of state support for each
for less than 10 per cent of the paying the smallest tax no operator's license and along with two others. The next
Lewis N. Johnson, Democratic elementary and secondary the same fighting, less than two Paducah, will be the featured
population. For the rest of the precentage, 6.7 per cent.
reckless driving.
morning they were gone
candidate for superintendent of student in Kentucky is about $500. miles from Lob, which is nine speaker. He is a native of Hazel
income groups, the total tax
public instruction in the May "So I maintain there is an miles southeast of the shattered and the son of Mr. and Mrs.
percentage iVstrikingly simiprimary, has charged that the imbalance," he said. "But I go Ho Chi Minh trail junction of Wilburn H. Hurt of Murray. He is
lar: $2,000-$4,0, 34.6 per cent;
married
University of Kentucky network further than that-I say the im- Sepone.
to
the
former
$4,000,$6,000, 31 per cent;
Unit Surrounded
of community colleges is "an balance that is occuring in highei
Scharlyene Harbison of Madison,
Heavy
86,00048,000, 30.1 .per cent;
overcast and rain Tenn, and they have three sons,
invasion" into territories of other education . is not Murray,
$8,000410,000, 29.2 per, cent:
prevented U.S. helicopters from BillyStrey, Jr., Robert Haley,
state universities.
Morehead or Eastern.
Western,
810,000-$15,000, 29.8 per cent;
Speaking last night to the Budgets show that the big carrying out an emergency and Mark Harbison.
815,000425,000, 30 per centi,
Murray State University chapter amount of money going to higher resupply mission to a battered Before coming to Paducah, Dr.
$25,000-$50,000, 32.8 per cent.
Vietnamese
baftiltlion
South
of Phi Delta Kappa, a fraternity education is going
to the under Communist attack south- Hurt served as pastor of the First
Herman P. Miller, chief of
-for men in education, the Hen- University of Kentucky."
Baptist Church, Independence,
west of "A Loui," 11 mile Mo. Prior to that he pastored
derson County school superininside
Laos on Highway 9.
tendent blasted UK for its hold on A legislator during the 1966
several churches in Kentucky
Field reports said the unit and Tennessee including the
WASHINGTON (t71%.
- res- highways other than the inter- Funds for the existing pro- the system of two-year colleges. session of the General Assembly
ident Nixon today
sed state system and highway grams come from three s4,irces "If the community colleges when university status was was surrounded and had taken Scott's Griave Baptist Church,
combining 23 existing transpor- beautification would be lumped —general tax revenues, the need a mother at all, they need to granted to four regional colleges, losses of at least 100 dead and Murray, dnd the First Baptist
wounded. They said the esti-1 Church, Benton. He
has also
Kentucky:
Increasing tation programs into a $2.57 into the revenue sharing pot highway trust fund and the be tied to the closest university," Johnson said the University of
served in many areas of
Moodiness becoming windy and billion revenue sharing plan to which states and cities could airport and airway trust fund. he told the audience of about 75 Kentucky fought the move bit(Continued
SIX)
Page
on
spend
s they please for any The highway fund—which can educators at the dinner meeting terly "and never did agree to it."
denominational level in Kentucky
warmer today with showers and allow states to create balanced
He claimed the candidacy of
be used only for highway on the campus here.
and Missouri, where he is also
a few thunder storms west this transit systems instead of transporta tiafin klan.
Johnson, whose chief opponent Ginger is a subtle attempt by the
active in community events.
construction—gets its money
afternoon and early tonight and relying on highways which
Funds for the interstate
from gasoline taxes and the for the nomination to head the University of Kentucky to put a
All alumni of Hazel High School
central and east portions tonight. "cover the landscape with system were
excluded.
Nixon
state department of education is member of its organization on the
and their families are urged to
Windy and warmer tonight ex- ribbons of concrete."
said the 42,500-mile system-.90 airport fund from a tax on Dr. Lyman Ginger, on leave from boards of regents at the
regional
attend this special occasion to
cept turning cooler west portion.
The President noted that 94 per cent of which is paid for by airline tickets.
renew old acquaintances and
'Under the revenue sharing his post as assistant dean of the universities.
Cloudl windy and turning cooler per cent of all urban travel is the federal government—is
74
enjoy ,the program including the
Friday with scattered light snow by automobile although 25 per per cent complete and should concept. money would be drawn UK School of Education, was The superintendent of public
talk by Dr. Hurt and musical
showers in afternoon. High today cent of the population does not be finished under present from the two trust funds in the highly critical of the University instruction services as the ex
same proportion ..as under of Kentucky on several points. official chairman of the board of
entertainment, according to
mostly in the 60s. Lows tonight drive.
funding procedures.
Commenting on what he called regents at each state college and
Gene Orr Miller, Alumni
existing
although
progranis.
50s east to 30s extreme west.
"A balanced transportation
Money in the transportation
Associational president for 1971.
Highs Friday lower 40s west and system is essentially one that revenue sharing fund would be state and local governments "an imbalance between the university except the University
Reservations for the banquet at
50s central and east with falling provides adequate transporta- divided under a series of could spend the money for any money for higher education and of Kentucky.
elementary and secondary Johnson, who stoessed his
two
dollars per person should be
transportation
program
they
temperatures.
tion not just for some of the complex formulas among the
education in Kentucky," he said legislative experience and his
made no later than Monday,
people in a community but for states and their major metropo- choose.
UK is getting the great amount of familiarity with problems in
April 5. They may be mailed to
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
all the people in a community," litan areas. About $2 billion
TWO JUVENILES
state funds for higher education. elementary and secondary
Hazel Alumni Association, Hazel,.
Extended weather outlook for he said in a message to would go for general transporDeputy Sheriff Gerald (Moon Fie said each state college or education, said he sees little
Ky.. 42049. Lett
are in the mall
Kentucky Saturday through Congress
tation and another $525 million took two juveniles
to state in- university student in Kentucky likelihood of additonal revenue to
to the Alumni, Ph if persons do
Monday:
-Money now going to the 23 would -go-- for-acquisition of stftutlons today.
One boy was got less than $1,500 in state ease the financial situation in the
not receive them, they may just
Generally fair through Mon- existing grant programs for equipment and other major
taken to the Kentucky Reception support in 1960 compared to education •through a state
mail the amount with their
day. Highs mid 40 to 54 Lows urban mass transit, airports, investments for urban mass
Center and the other boy to the about $3,200 a year ago.
severance tax or federal taxnames and addresses to the
upper ?.0s to 30s.,
highway safetyk and aid - to transit systems. • •
Central State• Hospital
However, he said the.'average sharing. address Dr. Billy G. Hurt

Calloway VFW To
Meet Here Monday

Luncheon Planned
At The Oaks Club

Winners Listed, Annual
Woman's Club- Contests

Funeral Is Today
For L. J. Hill

Taxes Take 30 Per, Cent
Bite Of Average Income

U.S. Choppers Airlift 2000
South Vietnamese Troops Out
Of Laos Jungles Early Today

Plans Banquet
Hazel Alumni
Here April 10

Johnson Levels Charge
At Community Colleges

Nixon Proposes $2.57 Billion
Revenue Sharing Plan To Help
Ueate Mass Transit Systems

The Weather

1
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ANTI-BIKINI WALL (UPI1-..";
Town planners gave business=
man Harry Rothery permission
to build a swimming pool on
one condition—that he build a
fence around it. They feared
the sight of pretty girls in
Bikinis might distract motorists
a nearby highway.
on
won 150 in a photography conThis column of questions and answers on federal test. Must he report this as
income on his tax return?
MAIM EVERY GRAVE
tax matters is provided by the local office of the U.S.
prize
you
win
a
A)
Yes.
If
Internal Revenue Service and is published as a public
in any contest, such as a raffle,
service to taxpayers. The column answers questions beauty eontest, door prize, and
the like, the prize is taxable.
most frequently asked by taxpayers.
Taxpayers should also remember that prizes and awards
appearing on your tax
items
Q) This year I will be itemmay be- rounded off to given in goods or services
return
izing my deductions for the whole dollars. This means that
Since 1884
must be included in income at
first time. What are some of
their fair market value. Of
under 50 cents are
amounts
the taxes that I may deduct? eliminated and amounts from
course, if you refuse to accept
a prize, it is not included_ in
increased
to
cents
are
50
to
99
A) Generally, you may deyour income. An award oi
OF FINE
the
next
dollar.
tkuct real estate taxes, State
bonus given employees for
MEMORIALS
and local gasoline taxes, gentheir achievements in work or
Portar White • Manainir
eral 'sales taxes, State and
for adopted suggestions is also
111 Maple St. 753-2512
local income taxes, and perQ) Last year my husband taxable.
sonal property taxes.
There are a number of taxes
SHORT-LIVED BAN
not deductible. Among these
Iprn mtelly. 1p'" Sat 5, Sun
SALEM, Ore. (UPI)—A ban
are Federal income, estate and
St 59 8. 75(
gift taxes, as well as alcohol, on smoking the chamber or
tobacco and other excise taxes. committee rooms of the Oregon
TONITEeEnds Tue.
You should check the instruc- House lasted only one day.
tions that came with your
The prohibition was approved
The Evil Tobacco Co said:
Form 1040 to make sure you Monday on a 34-24 vote, but
The 4.006
deduct the proper taxes.
Good Citizens
when it was reconsidered
"WE'LL BET $25,000,000
of Eagle Rock
Ttesday several House memTHAT NO TOWN
replied:
Q) I understand the IRS has bers had changed their minds
IN AMERICA CAN GIVE UP
and
overturned
35-25.
it
was
a booklet that is helpful to the
SMOKING FOR 30 DAYS!"
small businessman. Where can
I get a copy?
FIVE-LEGGED FROG
.I A copy of the 1971 Tax
MOSCOW (UPI)—A
fiveGuide for Small Business,
Publication 334, can be pur- legged frog has joined the
chased for 75 cents at IRS Living Nature Museum of the
offices and from the U.S. Gov- Soviet Republic of Tadjikistan,
ernment Printing Office in the Soviet News Agency Tass
Washington, D.C., and its said.
"
COLD TURKEY
"
branch stores throughout the
The frog's right hind leg,
country.'`
beginning from the thigh, is
A BOO YORKIN NORMAN LEAR PRODUCTION
divided into two normally
Q) Is it trite that there is a developed legs, Tess said.
The frog can stand on three
penalty for filing your- income
United Artists
COLOR ,
'
(;1
tax return late?
hind legs, pushing with all of
penalty of five them when taking a leap.
oeA
ri,:',ntYeosf" the taxesy due anti
You will experience,
unpaid on the date the return
along with Henry,
k‘ as regoireil to be filed will -Scrub textured plastic upthe delights ol
imposed for each month, or holstery, such as matelasse,_
26 diNerent wives!
FRI.
8
SAT.
part-ofrnottrli,
Th-rush"'
A)UL
late. The toral delinquent fil- to remove soil from crevices.
11:30 p.m.
mg lienalty is limited to 25
BY
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Gal tennis pros
volley for better
prize money

Taxpayers Ask IRS

Women's Lib in teams'
women have theirs, too.
"Women's lob," Gladys
Heldman corrects.
Is the Integrity of its Newspaper
There is little danger such
By whatever name or classics as Wimbleton and
description it opens a subject Forest Hills will be deprived of
THURSDAY—MARCH 18, 1971
that's right down her alley.
the girls' presence, even if
Mrs. Heldman, the pert, more tournaments are added
throaty-voiced editor and as the tour progresses.
publisher of World Tennis
LEDGER & Medi
Magazine, has become the first
women's professional tennis
MENTAL promoter. She has organized 16
J. Thomas Hughes, age 83, former president of the Murray
HEALTH
of the world's best women
Lumber Company,died today. Another death reported was that of
players to play a 16-tournament
MATTERS
Hazel Route One.
Eurie L. Kuykendall
tour that will travel across the
Mrs. George Hart was lauded for her work with the Girl Scouts— nation, jaunt to Puerto Rico
Bertram S. Brown, M.D.
in an article written by Nancy Ryan of Girl Scout Troop 15 and
and end in mid-May in
Director
published today.
England. The girls will collect
National Institute
over $210,000 in prize money.
I.ynett 3urkeen was honored at a party on her fifth birthday by
Tennis has changed a lot in
,of Mental Health
her great grandmother, Mrs. Lila Drinkard. Her parents are Mr.
recent years and money is
and Mrs. Dale Burkeen.
becoming the name of the
-The Grass Is Greener" with Cary Grant, Robert Mitchum,
game.
Deborah Kerr. and Jean Simmons is showing at the Varsity
New Research On
"It's about time the girls got
Theatre.
Marihuana
their share," Mrs. Heldman
As a part of the fight to presays. "They are playing now
vent and control narcotics and
for dignity and dough — and
drug abuse, research plays an
now they have pride in
essential role, the importance of
-wlviacb-ea-sumetimes-overtIVO '•
themselves"
LiDORA & MGM
For example, one of the
What first set the women off
greatest needs connected with
was a Los Angeles tournament
the problem of marihugna is for
last fall that didn't put up
research to uncover new and
Mrs.F. N."Miss Fannie" McElrath died yesterday. She would enough purse for them. The
solid knowledge about this conhave celebrated her 100th birthday on April 15 of this year.
ratio of men's prize money to
troversial compound. There
The Murray Electric System will let a contract to build a women's was twelve to one.
have been many lacks and gaps
' Slightly unfair,- Mrs. -in our understanding of marimodern warehouse at Walnut and North 3rd Street, as announced
by Vernon Hale. chairman of the Murray Electric System Board, Heldman notes. "None of the
huana. such as psectsely what
girls wanted to go because of it,
happens to it when it is taken
at the City Council meeting.
into the human body.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leonard Vaughn announce the so I set up a tournament in
Now, research is increasing in
engagement of their daughter, Emily Carolyn, to Walter Stine Houston for eight of the top
this and other crucial drug fields
Isenhower, son of Mrs. John A. Isenhower and the late Mr.
and is beginning to pay off with
The women boycotted Los
Isenhower of Conover, N. C.
new _findings. Theae, bit.by bit,.
Prof. Harry Sparks spoke at the dinner meeting of the Business Angeles. The United States
will form a broad and accurate
base of truly scientific informaand Professional Women's Club held at the National Hotel.
Lavol--Tennis Association
tion. From such a base we can
I USLTA I, governing body of
determine just 'what kinds of
organized tennis In the 'United _
affnroactles -to make-Am:attack-.
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United States in international
of marihuana in man.
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'Their study, full significance
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found using human
worth the money, good for
come (as?
infected with planned pffffttt! and were, instead, so
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Fisons Pharmaceuticals, which cessful and so were two subThose born on this day are explained it was trying to sequent women's tournaments huana in human urine.
----This is interesting and e%en
under the sign of Pisces.
change its image and that the that Mrs Heldman organized. exciting research progress, ,,,hut
Q) Can I make the arithhistory:
On this day in
company manufactures not only Hence,the idea grew for a tour. it is also well to remember !frit
metic a hit easier on my tax
return by rounding off some of
In 1931 the first electric fertilizer but also has organized
Now, white the men are this new information is only
the figures?
the a reducing club for women,
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shavers
2½-month, one of mans biii•Iding hloas of
a
playing
American market.
hence the picture of the segregated, indoor tour on the knowledge that vie must hate
\I Ye5. \0,1 can. Money
In 1937 an explosion at the voluptuous girl seated on the East Coast - which was for the ultimate vonquest of the
problem of drug
vast.
complex
Consolidated Public School in fur rug.
abtee.
New London, Tex., killed 426
started a few years ago — the
persons, most of them children.
In 1962 the French- and-,
Algerians signed a cease-fire,
ending a seven-year civil war
and bringing independence to
the North African territory.
In 1965 Soviet cosmonaut
Aleksei Leonov stepped out of
his capsule for a 20-minute
walk in space.
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No 1 p.m. Feature due to Children's Movie
Childrvvris Movie Sat. 1 Hi 3 p:m.

"MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN"
* Theodore Bikel * Teddy Eccles
. . . Parents Magazine awarthwinning story of
a young boy who goes to live in the woods with
his pet raccoon:.
---,- Adm. 75' to All ---

Murray's Newest Beauty Salon!
Located in . . .
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
North 12th Extended
Four Experienced Operators To Serve You
v EVELYN TUCKER, Owner
v LAURIE TUCKER
VIRGINIA MILBY
v ROSEMARY KONDRATKO
OPEN EVERY DAY — Also open Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday Nights by appointment.

better"
the
-There is no sign that
econotrly is turning around, or
.ibout to turn around, from
recession and stagnation to a
producrapid upturn of sales.
Meany
---.ften- and employ!molt,"
.

(04

ENDS TUE.

EVELYN'S
BEAUTY SALON

MEANY ASSAILS NIXON
WASHINGTON (UPI —Organized labor's top spokesmen
today compared President Nixon's economic plan to the
remedy of a psychologist who
advised his patients tO keep
repeating, -every day, in every
was., I'm feeling better and

BY BOXOFF10E

THE AT RES

DAILY FILM GUIDE

Isn't It The Truth!

A thought for togay: British
philosopher Alfred 'North Whithead defined civilization as:
••rivilized society exhibiting the
five qualities of truth, beauty,
adventure, art, peace."

DISTRIBUTED

CINECOM
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Open 6:00-Start 6:45
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.
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Medi May Be Move Standings Palmer Putts
Are Beginning
To First Base Spot
To Fall Again

TFIURSDAY—MARCH 18, 1971

Carlisle County Falls To
Top-Seeded L'ville Male

NBA Standings
By United Press International
whipped the Boston Red Sox, 8Atlantic Division
2. The performance suggested
UP!
JACKSONVILLE,
W. L. Pct. GB —T
ho
putts
se
Fue
ls. b l
to manager Harry Walker what
—Those
short
x-New York
51 29 .638 ... ning to fall again for Arnold
he has been claiming all along,
Philadelphia
By Herb Sparrow
45 34 .570 51
that Menke will hit "regardless
/
2 Palmer and that's a sure sign
Catholic will meet Owensboro
Boston
its 23rd appearance in the "Sweet They took the lead for good
42 38 .525 9 for the other golfers in the LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)— in Friday's
of where he plays."
quarter-finals. The
Buffalo
On other fronts: Jose Cruz'
29 $125,000 Greater Jacksonville This is the most complete team Red Devils of Coach Bob Watson Sixteen," had to rally in the last from the First Region champions
Central D22
ivis58
I've brought here," coach Mote
ion .275
ninth-inning double gave the St.
had a much rougher time getting quarter after trailing most of the in the second half at 25-23 and
Open to look out.
x-Baltimore
41
.519
38
Hils
game to the scrappy Pendleton built the advantage to 38-29 at
said
of
his
ninth
Region
Louis Cardinals a 4-3 victory
there, however.
Palmer, who says he has
Atlanta
3.5 45 .438 61
/
2 been switching putters with champs, of Covington Catholic. The
halftime.
over the Philadelphia Phillies.
3rd Region power, making County squad.
Cincinnati
33 47 .413 81
/
2 practicall every round, will be And Catholic, making its fifth
Six-foot-six Jerry Thurston led
Gary Duncan led Carlisle
Jose Cardenal hit a three-run
y
Cleveland
14 65 .177 28
Owensboro with 25 points, while Ccunty in scoring with 16 points
homer for the Cardinals, who
gunning for his second straight straight appearance in the
Midwest Division
Jerry Wright was high for the
have won nine of their 12 spring
In today's action, four-time
victory in today's opening Kentucky State High School
W. L. Pct. GB
10th Region losers with 18 points. state champions Ashland and
games ... Cleon Jones hit a
round over the tough 6,924-yard Basketball Tournament, showed
a-Milwaukee
66 14 .825 ...
In the night session, Laurel Lexington Lafayette meet in the
double and a homer and Gary
Hidden Hills CountOr Club what Hits meant Wednesday
50 28 .641 15
County also came alive in the first afternoon game, while No. 2
afternoon with a convincing 99-62
Gentry pitched five innings of Chicago
course.
46 32 .590 19
fourth quarter to pull out the rated Louisville Central took on
one-hit ball as the New York Phoenix
Coming off last week's win in triumph,over M. C. Napier.
43 36 .544 221
/
2 the Florida Citrus Invitational, The Vittory by the state's No. 2
victory. The Cardinals, a newly Christian County in the second
Mets beat the Kansas City Detroit
Pacific Division
consolidated 12th Region school, game.
Royals, 6-1 ... The Minnesota
Palmer ranks as a solid ranked team was by far the most
W. L. Pct. GB
was despite an injury to scoring
Twins said that outfielder Tony
Tonight, 13th Region champion
favorite in this even!, one of his impressive of the four first round
e G. J. Smith.
Oliva, two-time
Middlesboro, making its first
American x-Los Angeles 47 33 .588 ... final tuneups before the Mast- winners Wednesday as the 54th By United Press International
San
Francisco
40 40 .500 7
League batting champion, had
ers. The graying, 41-year-old annual state schoolboy classic
Bob Cousy's master plan for Smith, hobbled throughout the state tournament trip in 43 years,
38 42 .475 91
got underway at Freedom Hall.
/
2 golfing millionair
agreed to a two-year contract San Diego
the Cincinnati Royals may have game with a broken foot, still tangles with McDowell and No. 6
e tied for low
36 42 .462 10
managed to score 12 points.
which it indicated called for Seattle
Anderson County plays Franklinpro honors in Wednesday's pro- Other winners Wednesday who to wait another year.
25 53 .321 21
slightly less than $100,000 a Portland
am with a three-under-par 69 now advance to the quarter-finals Cousy's rebuilding program, However, his teammates Simpson.
were No. 7 Owensboro, 59-56 over
year. Oliva batted .325 last x-Clinched div. title
on the wind-swept course.
which began last season with Darrell Allen and Mike Collier
Wednesday's Results
season, drove in 107 runs and
Palmer, who broke a long Pendleton County; Laurel the sale of Jerry Lucas and shared team scoring honors with
Baltimore 113 Cleveland 109
had 204 hits.
drought with a win in the Bob County,64-57 over Bardstown and continued early this season with 16 points each.
Kentucky High School
Dave Campbell singled home Boston 112 Los Angeles 104
Hope Classic earlier this year, defending champion Louisville the trade of Oscar Robertson, Bardstown's James Biven, an
Basektball Tournament
San
Fran
Cincinnati
110
92
Male,
82-62
over
all-state
Carlisle County. both long-time Cincinnati stars,
tournament selection
Rod Gaspar with the winning
explained the dry spell by
By United Press International
run in the ninth to give the San San Diego 106 Detroit 99
saying he "just didn't work as 'Balance is the trademark of suffered a snag Wednesday two years ago as a sophomore,
By GARY KALE
First Round
Thursday's Games
our
team,"
Hils
took
game
continued
honors
Diego Padres an 8-7 victory
with
.
"The
20
points.
hard as I should have on my
night when the San Francisco
Owensboro 59 Pendleton Co. 58
UPI Sports Writer
New York at Phoenix .
boys
handle
..In
the
the
ball,
over the Chicago Cuba ...
nightcap
shoot and Warriors downed the Royals
, 1,041i6Vil
gate'
Rick—Bier-Yr won't be able to
-M•vifiatiri Catholic 09 M C.
Male began to look like the state's
Milwaukee Brewers took advan- Milwaukee at Seattle
Palmer gave defending U.S. rebound well."
110-92.
manhandle
Napier 62
Kentucky
much tage of five errors
Francisco at Chicago
San
The
balance
top
rated
team
showed
in
second
the
in
half
the
to
beat
the
Open champion Tony Jacklin a
The Warrior victory all but
longer now that the Colonels
Laurel Co. 64 Bardstown 57
(Only
scheduled
games
)
scoring
figures,
as
it
pulled
which
away
San
from
saw
Francisco
Carlisle
four crushed Cincinnati's hopes for
Giants, 10-9,
brief putting lesson Wednesday
have Artis Gilmore to block the
Male 82 Carlisle Co. 62
shot with three seconds left to
after the young British golfer players above 17 points, led by the second-place playoff berth County.
New York star's shots.
Today's Games
ABA Standings
Larry Ashland
came up and jokingly asked to Rick Derkson's 21. Jim Rippe behind Baltimore in the Nation- All-State forward
Barry, the only player to hold break a 120-120 tie.
vs. Lexington Lafayette
added
By
United
20
Press
points,
Internatio
Haralson
Chuck
led
nal
the
second
Berger
half
18
borrow the putter. Palmer used
Mack Calvin scored 41 points
al Basketball Association's Cenboth the American and National
Louisville Central vs. Christian
and
Bill
Topmiller
East
explosion
17.
with
20 points and
at Orlando last week.
tral Division. The Royals trail
Basketball Association scoring for the Floridians in the first
County
W. L. Pct. GE. "I don't know which one it Hard-driving Denny Jugate led the second-place Atlanta Hawks finished the night with 28. The
Franklin-Simpson vs. Anderson
titles, netted 45 points Wednes- game of a Madison Square
the
14th
Virginia
region's
Bulldogs
49
26
M.
.653
started
C.
sluggish
Napier
and
is," quipped Palmer. "I used a
by two games and each team
day night in a 122-120 victory Garden doubleheader and iced
County
Kentucky
42 35 .545 8
different one every day last with 21 points.
has two games remaining to were trailing 12-10 at the end of McDowell vs. Middlesboro
over Kentucky because "the the 120-116 victory over Utah
New
York
the first quarter.
39 37 .513 101
/
2 week."
play.
Colonels had nobody to block with his two free throws that Pittsburg
h
33 45 .423 171
/
2 PGA champion Jack Nickgave the winners an 118-114
In other NBA action Wednesmy shots."
FLAME
SCHEDUL
E
Floridians
33 46 .418 18 laus, another favorite, posted a
day night, San Diego beat
Once I beat my man there's lead with 13 seconds remaining. Carolina
29 47 .382 201
/
2
70
Wednesda
in
Detroit 106-99, Baltimore dePittsburgh
y's
pro-am
's
and
130-120
victory
nobody in the league who can
West
said he was in a "good frame
feated Cleveland 113-109 and
reach up and stop the ball,''' over Carolina kept the,Condors
'MUNICH, Germany UPI)—
W. L. Pct, GB of mind" for the tournament.
Boston downed Los Angeles 112Barry explained. "We just don't a half game ahead of the fifthThe Olympic Flame for the
Utah
51 23
place
104.
A
147
field
of
golfers
Floridian
will
s
he
in
the
battle
have the real big men in the
1972
Summer
Games
in
Munich
53 24 .688
for the remaining playoff spot Indiana
Selecnve ilerbocKle
battling for the top prize of
Jeff Mullins scored 30 points
league.
will
be
carried
from the classic
Memphis
38 38 .500 14
$25,000.
and Nate Thurmond added 23 to
Carnesecca, however, said in the Eastern Division. George Denver
starting point 'at Olympia in
27 49 .355 25
boost the Warriors past Cincinthat Kentucky may "be virtual- Thompson led Pittsburgh with
Greece through Turkey, RomaTexas
26 50 .342 26
35
points
nati, which could produce only
and
Jpe
ly unbeatable" in the future
Caldwell
nia,
Yugoslavi
a,
Hungary and 36
Wednesday's Results
OODESHICK SIGNS
points in the first-- Iwo
with Gilmore, who signed a $2.7 netted 25 for The losing
New York 122 Kentucky 120
PHILADELPHIA (UPI) — Austria, it was announced periods. Sam Lacey led the
million contract Tuesday, at Cougars, who dropped their Floridians
Wednesday
by
the
Olympic
120
Utah
116
Tom
Woodeshick, veteran runRoyals with 20 points.
center and Dan IsSel moving to 10th consecutive game.
ning back who missed the last Organization Committee.
Roger Brown canned 28 Pittsburgh 133 Carolina 120
Elvin Hayes scored 28 points
a forward position.
The
flame
is scheduled to
Indiana 123 Texas 109
nine games of the 1970 National
as San Diego beat the Pistons.
New York won its 13th game points and Mel Daniels added
Thursday's Games
Football League season with a arrive at the Koenigsplatz in It was the fifth straight victory
in its last 16 starts and clinched 24 in Indiana's 123-109 triumph
Utah at Denver
broken
right leg, has signed his downtown Munich, Aug. 25, for the Rockets, tying a club
over
Texas.
Don
Freeman • led
a playoff berth when Bill
iOnly
games
1971
contract
with the Philadel- 1972, one day before the games mark, and the 38th victory of
scheduled
)
the
western basement dwellers
Melchionni hit a 20-foot side set
begin.
phia
Eagles.
with 25 s.ints
the season, a team record.
By United Press International
Denis Menke, who might be
the best shortstop in the
National League, apparently is
going to be the Houston Astros'
first baseman this season.
Menke, 21, who hit .304 last
season and covers more ground
than any other shortstop in the
league with the possible exception of Don Kessinger of the
Chicago Cubs, knew it was
coming because the Astros
want their regular shortstop to
be either Roger Metzger or
Marty Martinez.
Menke was switched to first
base for the first time this
spring Wednesday and had
three singles as the Astros
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is your bestsoybean

herbicideyearbuy.!

UCLA Favored To Take NCAA Western Division

Save extriMoneji this
Ain VernaMlor the most
dependable weed control in soybeans. Mix Vernam in
the soil in your final discing before you plant. Unlike
surface-applied herbicides, Vernam works for sure...
rain or shine, and gets the weeds as
soon as they sprout.
Vernam controls the tough weeds
that many herbicides miss... nutgrass,
wild cane, velvetleaf and seedling
Johnsongrass along with many other
grass and broadleaf weeds.
NOISICi n
Order liquid Vernam now for your
soybeans. We'll give you the biggest
bargain ever in better weed control.

By JOE CARNICELLI
Villanova (24-6) takes
on vania 127-0) in the Eastern gigantic sophomore certers-6
- button" defense. Carr averaged Kentucky 22-4)
UPI Sports Writer
Fordham
24-2) and South regionals at Raleigh, N.C.; 11 Jim
Chones of Marquette 18 points a game, second best
UCLA, with a veteran cast Carolina 1 23-4) meets PennsylMidwest
Kansas 25-1) takes on Houston and 7-0 Luke Witte of
the mark in the nation, and scored
4Wichita, Kan.)
that never has experienced
21-6 and Notre Dame (20-7) Buckeyes.
defeat in NCAA championship
Notre Dame (20-7) vs Drake
52 points in leading the Irish
meets Drake
20-7) in the
20-7
play, sets sail tonight after its
Midwest regionals at Wichita, The Western Kentucky-Ken- past Texas Christian in the
fifth consecutive national basKansas ( 25-1) vs Houston
opening round. Jeff Halliburton
Kan.; and Marquette
27-01 tucky match, a grudge game
ketball title.
21-61
faces Ohio State (19-5 and between intrastate rivals who is the key man in the Drake
The Bruins, the nation's No. 1
West
Western Kentucky (21-5) tan- have never met previously, attack.
ranked
Aalt Lake City, Utah)
team, begin
their
Rex Alexander of the Murray gles with Kentucky (22-4) in the sends Western's 7-0 Jim McDajourney at Salt Lake City, State University graduate school
Brigham Young (19-91 vs
YORK ( UPI 1—The
Mideast regionals at Athens, niels against Kentucky's seven- NEW
Utah, where they face Brigham staff has been selected as one of
pairings for tonight's NCAA UCLA ( 25-1)
footer, Tom Payne.
Ga.
Young, the Western Athletic eight officials In this week's
Long Beach State (23-4) vs.
Kansas, paced by 6-10 Dave regional competition:
,Winners will meet Saturday
Pacific (21-5)
Conference champion, in a State Basketball Tournament at
Easii
night for regional titles and the Robisch, looks to snap out of a
regional -semifinal. Long Beach Louisville's Freedom Hall.
(Raleigh, N.C.)
As regional representative of four national semifinalists trav- lethargic streak against HousState, the Pacific Coast Athletic
Winners meet in regional
Pennsylva
nia { 27-01 vs. South
ton.
The
Jayhawks
el
to
,
Houston
who
went
for
the
semis on
Association titlist, faces Paci- the Kentucky High School
finals Saturday and national
Carolina
(
)
23-4
through
Big
Eight
March
Athletic Association, Alexander
play unbea25 and the finals on
fic, winner of the West Coast
seniifinalists meet in Houston,
was chosen by coaches of the March 27.
ten, won their last four games Fordham (24-2) vs. Villanova
Athletic Conference champion- First and Second regions. One
Thursday, March 25. The NCAA
Villanova. sparked by 6-8 by a total of 10 points Houston { 24-61
ship, in the first game of the official Is selected each year
final will be played Saturday.
Murray, Kentucky
Mideast
Howard Porter and 6-5 Chris is sparked by Poo Welch and
doubleheader.
March 27
.
from the two-region area In Ford,
(Athens, Ga.)
takes on an undersized Dwight Davis.
UCLA is a heavy choice to Wed Kentucky.
Austin Carr, Notre Dame's Marquette ( 27-0) vs. Ohio
Alexander is the first official Fordham team led by 6-2
take the {Western title and
all-America
guard, will be the State 19-5i
Charley
Yelverton
.
,
No
FordBrigham Young seems to offer from the First Region to
=:==:=
ham starter is taller than 6-6. problem for Drake's "belly Western Kentucky 121-5) vs. "I
represent
tourney
area
the
as
ni =I
—
the heaviest competition of the
Height vs. Balance
official since "Buddy" Hewitt,
three other rivals. The Cougars,
III
also of Murray State University
South Carolina sends allII
who finished 19-9, are led by was chosen three
years ago
America guard John Roche and
-Kresimir Cosic, a 6-foot-10
A former head coach of the a pair of rebounding terrors-6center from Yugoslavia.
11 Tom Owens and 6-10 Tom
The Bruins, who were 25-1 Murray State Racers, Aleitiinder
Riker—against unbeaten Penn.
Wanda Nance
MAGIC TRI
186
and won the Pacific Eight title, began his officiating in 1950
and at one time taught a course Penn relies on balance, providBowling League
are led by Sidney Wicks, their in officiating at
the university. ed by Corky Calhoun, Bob
High Ind. Game (HC)
'6-8 all-America forward. Steve Since that time, Alexander has
Morse, Dave Wohl and Steve TEAM
243 ill
W .L Kay Lax
Patterson and Curtis Rowe join been an instructor in the
Bilsky.
Iii
Ezells Beauty School
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73 27 Faye Hurt
Wicks in one of college university's physical education
HI
Marquette, looking for its Johnsons Grocery
m
230
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67 33 Maudie Kennerly
'basketball's most impressive graduate school.
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i
backcourt.
i
i
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I
concludes with the and a full-court press to disturb Jerry's Restaurant
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Other Regions
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I
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championship game Saturday the opposition: The big confron- N.H.C.A.
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Betty
Dixon
I
/
2 431
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Ezells Beauty School
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Rex Alexander
To Officiate In
State Tournament

CALLOWAY COUNTY SOIL
IMPROVEMENT CO.

Bowling Standings
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May Wedding Planned

1,
,
owt4e4r4

r-gmAcatment
Thursday, March 18
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will have
a potluck luncheon at the club
house at one p.m. Hostesses will
be Mesdames John Livesay, R.
M., Miller, Commodore Jones,
William Purdom,G. B Scott, and
Miss Maud Nance

Baptist Church from eleven a.m.
to four p.m Persons may leave
items at the church during the
hours. The shower is sponsored
by the Eva Eldridge Circle of the
church. For information call 49285511, 498-8165, 492-8111, 492-8596,
or 492-8445

Members of the HenryCounty Recreational
Calloway
511
No.
Temple Hill Chapter
per at
a potluck
have
will
Club
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Mac Hall at 7:30 6:30 p.m.
p.m
Chapter Mat P.E.O. Sisterhood
have a luncheon at noon at
will
oubador,
KariWLL
L. Oakley.
1111 Meg poems of eight the home of Mrs. Hugh
Titsworth will be
centering at—the University Mrs. A. H.
School avellikurfma at 7:30 p.m. assisting hostess.
This is yammered by the I
Sunday, March 21
Department et Germanic and
Slavic Languages at Murray. The Chorus of the Music
Tickets are fifty cents for Department of the Murray
students and one dollar for non- Woman's Club will have a
rehearsal at the club house at two
students.
p.m.
Senior Recital of Rodney
ReyneMayfieki.
Elizabeth- Hall, WonYfn's
—11-tbe Recital Hall of Fine Arts dormitory at Murray State at
Building, MSU, at eight p.m. No 15th and Chestnut, will have an
charge.
open house from one to five p.m.
The dress is informal and
Friday, March 19
refreshments will be served.
Miss Betty Tate, executive
director of the KARC will speak
at a }cant meeting of the Benton,
Monday, March 22
and
Mayfield,
Calloway
The Creative Arts Department
Associations for Retarded of the Murrayr Wbman's Club will
Children at the School for Ex- meet at the club house at 9:30
ceptional Children at Benton at a.m. with Mrs. Al Koertner, Mrs.
7:30 p.m.
Dan Harrell, and Mrs. Dale
Lemons as hostesses.
The Calloway Homemakers
Club will have its annual day at I
the Woman's Club House from
Tuesday, March 23
ten a.m. to 2:30 p.m. A craft show
The Murray Quota Club will
and skit will be features for tbe I have its luncheon meeting at the
day. Willard Ails will speak on Southside Restaurant at 12 noon.
"Drug Abuse".,
The Kirksey School PTA will
The Military Ball will be held in
the Murray State Student Union meet at 1:30 p.m. at the school
Building from eight p.m. to with Willard Ails as the speaker.
midnight. The dress as formal for Hostesses will be the fifth grade
ROTC cadets and their dates. mothers, Mrs. Thyra Crawford
Bands will be "Clap Hands Here and Mrs. Dan Darnell, teachers.
-Comes Charly" and "Men of
Note".
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
A Donkey Basketball game will of Beta Sigma Phi sorority will
be held at New Concord meet at 7:30 p.m.
Elementary School at 7:30 p.m.
Grades One through Six of the
Saturday, March 28
Elementary School will
A shower for Mrs. Melvin Hazel
a musical program at the
present
daughters
small
three
Diggs and
seven p.m. The Hazel
at
school
contents
who lost their home and
meeting will be held at this
by fire will be held at the FTC
educational building of the Hazel time.

Buster Brown
has a crush
on you

BUSTER
BROWN.

And little girls return the
compliment when they see our latest shoe in soft,
crinkle patent. You'll love the slip-on styling, the
chunky grownup heel, and the three shining buckles
,,nsert that
that trim it. Morn will like the Cast
means perfect fa.

Adams Shoe Store
Downtown Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
le,ther retort to UMW%

iss Freda Faye Swift
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge H. Swift of Almo Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Freda Faye, to Ronnie C. Geurin, son of Mr. and Mrs. James L.
Geurin of Murray Route Six.
Both Miss Swift and Mr. Geurin are graduates of Calloway
County High School.
Miss Swift is employed as a receptionist at Leta's Beauty Salon,
Mr. Geurin is employed by. Rickinan and Norsworthy Construction Company.
A May wedding is being planned.

`.5.7

Ails Home Scene
Of Gamma Gamma
Chapter Meeting
The Gamma Gamma chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi sorority met
on Tuesday, March 9, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at
the home of Mrs. Willard Ails.
This was an "open meeting"
with several guests in attendance
who were welcomed and introduced by Mrs. Ed Thomas.
Mrs. Willard Ails gave the
program on "The Art of
Thinking", which was very interesting.
Officers reports were given
during the business meeting. A
letter was read from the Union
City chapter concerning the
Founders Day banquet to be held
April 26 there.
committee
social
The
discussed the upcoming rush
party to be held March 20 with the
theme being "Light Many
Lamps", to be carried through
with Arabian dress. It will be a
potluck meal and strictly a social
event, members said.
The ways and means chairman
informed the group that Talent
Show will be held Friday, April
24, with any non-professional
person—eligible to participate.
Plans will be completed soon for
the event.
The closing ritual and Mizpah
were repeated by the Twelve
present.
members
active
Refreshments were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. Dan Wall and
Mrs. Ails.
were
attending
Those
Mesdames Ails, Jerry Duncan,
Palmer Hopkins, Geroge Layne,
John Paul Nesbitt, Larry
Overbey, Wallace Parkin, Gary
Smotherman, Ed Thomas, Terry
Turner, Dan Wall, and Miss
Frances Armstrong.

being "Sharing With One or One
Thousand".
"Hark .The Voice of Jesus
Calls" was the hymn for the
The Baptist Women of the Elm week. The Annie Armstrong
Grove Baptist Church observed Easter offering for home
the week of prayer for home missions was also taken.
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson was the
missions last week at the church
with the theme of the programs program leader at the program
at 1-30 p.m. on Monday. The
program leader for Tuesday at A most interesting talk
9- 30 a.m. was Mrs. Floy Cald- presented by Dr. Jack Baker,
Associate Professor at M.S.U. in
.
well.
Education
Physical
the
Rev. Brownloe Hastings of the
Home Mission Board was the • Department, on the topic
guest speaker at the seven p.m.' -Perceptual Motor Development
the Preschooler" was the
Wednesday service.
Mrs. Charles Humphreys
Thursday at 9.30 am. Mrs. hiailight of the St. Leo's
opened her home at 1106 Cir- Alfred Keel was the program Cooperative Preschool meeting
carama Drive for the meeting of leader and at Friday at 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday, March 9.
Perceptual motor development
the North Murray Homemakers Mrs. Henry Richardson was in
was defined as the process of
Club held on Friday, March 12, at charge of the program.
one-thirty o'clock in the af- Others present and taking part receiving visual imput,recording
ternoon.
were Mesdames Alvin Futrell, it • and. reacting to it, Baker said.
The main lesson on "Coutrier George Cossey, Charles Burkeen, IA child must first be able to
Touches" was presented by Earl Lee, Luther Hendon, Bessie develop concepts and then be
Mrs. Bernice Boyd and Mrs. Colson, Thanme Parker, Pearl able to perceive abstracts before
Greene Wilson. They showed Moore, Albert Crider, W. A. he can learn. Physical activity is
the basis for intellectual learning
samples of the different types of Farmer, and Harry Shekel.
and the learning of cognitive
hems and the materials best
skills and physical skills are
suited for each hem type.
identical physiologically.
John
Mrs.
Workman,
Dr. Baker said that the child
president, presided, and anmust be allowed to explore and
nounced about the Annual Day
receive as much sensory input as
and Hobby Show on Friday,
possible in order to develop his
March 19, at the Woman's Club
motor and cognitive skills. He
House. Mrs. B. J. Hoffman gave
the devotion reading from John "The Good News—The Gospel" also suggested that parents may
12:12-17 and Proverbs 18:24 and will be the theme of district-wide help by supporting physical
gave the thought for the month, meetings of the Women's Society education departmenta at the
"Oh God Make Me A Better of Christian Service and elementary level and by en
Wesleyan Service Guilds of couraging participation in a wide
Parent".
Members answered the roll call Methodist churches in the Paris variety of activities.
by naming the first spring District on Thursday, March 25.
Mrs. Doris Cella presided over
The meetings are being termed the business portion of the
cleaning chore that needs to be
done in her home. Mrs. Charlie "Mission Interpretation," and meeting. Two new members of
Crawford, family life chairman, will feature a report of first hand the preschool were introduced,
experience and involvement on Mrs. Rosemary Kondratko and
read an article on "Love".
Mrs. Bernice Boyd gave the the mission field by Miss Frances Mrs. Pat Parrish, both of whom
landscape notes and Mrs. Bailey S. Fulton, a retired professor of have children in the four-year-old
Higgins directed the recreation. music at Ewha University in group.
Russell,
The hostess, assisted by her Seoul, Korea.
Mrs__ Eugene
Women's Society members will preschool teacher, said "The
sister, Mrs. Noah Williams of
Paducah, served refreshments to hear Miss Fulton at 10:30 a.m. at Circus" is the theme for March,
the thirteen members and three South Fulton United Methodist and an emphasis is being placed
visitors, Mrs. Williams, Mrs. Will Church. with a coffee hour at on health also. Two dental
Rose. and Mrs. Lee Gingles. — 10100 a.m. Rev. William technicians who are also mothers
The next meeting will be held Smalling, host pastor, will lead of. preschoolers, Mrs. Linda
at the home of Mrs. Edgar Morris the meditation and Mrs. Wayne Williams and Mrs. Mary Lou
OD Friday, April 9, at 1:30 p.m. Lamb, district vice-president, Abbott will demonstrate pr r
will introduce the speaker. A dental hygiene for the child
sack lunch will be enjoyed at An Easter party is also in the
PERSONALS • noon.
offing.
Miss Fulton will meet with
A svrimming program will be
Dr. Howard Titsworth of Wesleyan Service Guild mem- offered the week of April 26-30 at
Murray and Bill Pirdtston of bers at 7:30 p.m. at First United the University Pool for the
Murray were guests at the Methodist Church in Fulton. An preschoolers under the direction
meeting of the Mayfield Rotary informal reception will follow. of Mrs. Jean Weydener and Mrs
"We are very fortunate to have Sharon Stubblefield. with M.S.U.
Club on Monday evening.
Miss Fulton as our first Mission student assistants.
Interpreter in the district
Hostesses for the evening were
meetings," Mrs. U. S. Hunt Mrs. Betty MeDill and Mrs. AruaConference
Chairman
of Berry. The next meeting will be
a
Missionary Education said. "Her Tuesday. April 20
visit promises to help make the
total mission of the church alive
by relating local churches to
people and programs in missions
they represent. We pray that we
will be stimulated to re-think Mrs. Robert L. Smith has
what really constitutes our returned to her home on Sharpe
her
mission and task in the world of Street after a visit with
and
Mr.
family,
and
daughter
today."
Miss Fulton served at Ewha Mrs. Bert Goers and children,
of
University for 17 years, and prior Mike, Cindy, and Celia,
sister,
to that taime taught music in Princeton. I11., and her
I11.
Foochow, China. She was Mrs. L. C. Stroud of Ottawa.
awarded an honorary doctorate Mrs. Stroud returned to Murray
with Mrs. Smith for a visit with
upon her retirement in 1969.
The public is invited to either of her daughter, Mrs. Wayne
, Mr. Sheley,, and
the meetings at which Miss Sheley,
daughter.
Fulton
will
speak.
Fulton
S.
Mks Frances
_

Baptist Women Of
Elm Grove Meets
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Dr. Jack Baker Is
Speaker At Meet
Preschool Mothers

Humphreys Home Is
Scene Of Meeting
North Murray Club

Cooper-Funderburg Engagement

FBIRTHSj
Mr. and Mrs. James Dale
Miller, 802 South Tenth Street,
Mayfield, announce the birth of a
baby boy, Barclay Scott,
weighing seven pounds Pt
ounces, born on Monday, March
15, at 6:10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Miller are
students at Murray State
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Garland Miller of Sellersburg,
Ind., and Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Barclay of Mayfield.
Great grandparents are Mrs.
Iva Barclay and Mr. and Mrs.
Warden Perkins, all of Mayfield,
Mrs. Mary Hauck and Mrs. 011ie
Miller, both of Sellersburg, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crain of
Route Three,Puryear, Tenn., are
the parents of a baby boy, Kevin
Earl, weighing six pounds twelve
ounces, born on Tuesday, March
16, at 9:35 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Michael, age two. The father is
employed by the L. & N. Railroad
Company at Bruceton, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Crain of Paris, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Hill of
Puryear, Term. A great grandmother is Mrs. Celie Thompson of
Puryear, Term.

law

Miss Judy Anne Cooper

Mr. and Mrs. Julius H. Coopei of Murray Route Four announce
the engagement of their younger daughter, Judy Anne to Isaac
Murry Funderburg, III, son of Dr. and Mrs. Isaac Murry Funderburg, II, of 1605 Fairy Dell Trail, Lookout Mountain,Ga.
Miss Cooper is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Carl
Rickman of Murray and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Will Cooper of
Murray. Mr. Funderburg is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Members of the families of the
M. Gleason of Chattanooga, Tenn., and Mrs. Isaac Murry Funderburg, Sr., of Jackson, Miss., and the late Mr. Funderburg of Murray-Calloway County Shrine
Club held its monthly fellowship
Monticello, Ark.
breakfast at the Holiday Inn on
The bride-elect attended Murray High School and was
Sunday, March 14, at nine o'clock
graduated from Murray State Uaieeraity. She holds an M. A. in
in the morning.
English from the University of Kentucky, Lexington, and
presently resides in Nashville, Tenn., where she is employed as a
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
copy editor at the Methodist Publishing House.
Mr. Funderburg graduated from Baylor Military Academy, Randy Thornton, Mr. and Mrs.
Chattanooga, Term., and presently attends Vanderbilt University, Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Nasvhille, Tenn., where he is a senior in the school of engineering., Jackie Jones and son, Jerry, Mr.
He is a member of PSK social fraternity and serves as secretary- and Mrs. Don Robinson, Mr. and
and
Ford
treasurer of the Vanderbilt Chapter of the American Society of Mrs. Wallace
Metals. He will be graduated in May and plans to study for a daughters, Kim and Kellie, Mr.
and Mrs. William E. Moffett, Mr.
master's degree in engineering at Vanderbilt.
The wedding will be May 29, at the South Pleasant Grove United and Mrs. Norman Klapp, and
James C. Williams.
Methodist Church.

Shrine Club Holds
Monthly Breakfast
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Methodist WSCS
To Hear Korean
Missionary Speak
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VANITY FUR

Designed for biros on me wing who like their colors zazzy,
their fashion free,-their maintenance problems zero,. iverithinfis-

•

easy-riding nylon tricot now with the permanent anti-cling of Antron' III in
tri-color combinations. In Navy with Happy Red and White,fawn`with -Acta*
Haze and White,or Wisteria with Pink Clover and White. P.1410,Csigt,$11.
,Sizes 32 to 38. Sleepgown, $8. Sizes XS-S.M. Scuff,

$4.50

LIRETO
Downtown, Murray
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A meeting of all phydslan's
wives in the First District of KMA, for a critique of current
the Kentucky Medical Associa- programs underway in the nine
tion, was held at Ken-Bar Inn. counties of District 1, and possible assistance at state and/or
The First District is com- national level to boost
local reprised of nine counties — Bal- sponse.
lard, Carlisle, Hickman, Graves,
Special interest was focused
Livingston, Fulton, Calloway,
upon the efforts of Mrs. TheoMarshall and McCracken coundore -Myre, president of the Mcties.
Cracken County Medical AuxiliOf these nine counties only ary, and Mrs. Eugene Sloan,
four are organized as auxiliar- chairman of the Child and Youth
ies to the county Medical Socie- Committee, and
members of
ties; Calloway County — Mrs. their auxiliary, for their
efforts,
C. C. Lowry, Murray, presi- in cooperation with the Society
dent; Fulton County — Mrs. An- for the Prevention of Blindness,
drew Nelson, Fulton, president; In testing all kindergarten and
McCracken County—Mrs. Theodore Myra, Paducah, president; pre-school children for ambiyoMarshall County — Mrs. Car- Pia.
A proclamation issued by
roll Traylor, Calvert City, presiGov. Louie Nunn was read, prodent. These presidents have
been elected by their members claiming March 30, as "Doctor's
as officers and guiding forces Day" in the state of
Kentucky.
in the cause of local, state, and A statement from
the mayor
national health-oriented prob- Paducah, Robert C. Cherry, of
was
lems.
Mrs. John C. Quertermous,
Calloway County, councilor of
the First District, whose husband is president of the Kentucky Medical Association, organized the luncheon and meeting in cooperation with the
presidents of the local auxiliaries and all members-at-large_Bruni
ted hem Internac
ional(those whose counties do not
warrant a menacership large
The manufacturer calls the
enough to have an organized
latest advance in electric shaver
auxiliary). The purpose of the technolog a
major breakmeeting was to discuss various through. It's a
new head design
programs being undertaken by which the'
Manufacturer says
medical wives as a group, or produces
shaves that are up to
individually, as members of 44 per cent
closer and 50 per
PTA, scouting groups, etc.
cent faster than ever before.
Guest of honor at the meeting It's done via super microgro
ve
was Mrs. Charles Hornaday, rotary heads with 90
instead of
Owensboro, president of the 60 slots in the cutting
surface
Medical Auxiliary to the KMA. and with improved
angle of the
Mrs. Hornaday was joined by lamellae — the
tiny precision Mrs. Quertermous and Mrs. Ed- formed spokes
that comprise
win T. Davis, Paducah, vice the head screen.
president, Western Region,
(Nortico, New York, N.Y.).

read in advance of his local
proclamation lauding McCracken County physicians' wives in
their efforts to rejuvenate the
"Research and Romance" of
medicine.

KFWC Spring
Contests To
Be Saturday

First District at state level in
Louisville.
Lunch will be served at 12 3(1
p.m. and Mrs. George E. WIC.:
District governor will preside.
During lunch, a style show of
the sewing entries will be presented, with Mrs. Jack Williamson of Mayfield acting as
narrator.
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Commissioner
hi.

the purpose of determining
"equal to" status for the State
Meat Inspection Program.
This is the second survey for
this purpose, with the program
having failed to measure up to
Federal requirements on the
• previous survey held last.
December. This time, the USDA
officials will select 75 plants at
random for checking. This is
some 35 more than were checked
in the first survey.

BROWN SUSPENDED
NEW YORK (UP1)—Bundini
Brown, Muhammad All's longtime friend and cornerman, was
The First District of the Ken- indefinitely suspended WedI feel that most of the problems
tucky Federation of Women's nesday by the New York State by I. Robert (Bob) Miller
cited in the initial survey have
Clubs will hold its annual Athletic
Commission
for
now been corrected. In view of
Sprirg Contest Day at First "repeate
dly coaching from the
this, I feel that Kentucky's
Christian Church, 4385 Blandcorner and for throwing water The U. S. Department of program stands an excellent
ville Road, Paducah, March 20.
into the ring" during All's losing Agriculture is now making chance of being declared "equal
The hostess club will be Lone
effort Monday night against another survey of meatto " from the current survey.
Oak Woman's Club.
world heavyweight champion Joe processing 'and 'slaughtering Many people may notrealize just
Registration for contestants
Frazier
establishments in Kentucky for how large and complicated this Barbara Streisand and George Segal are the comedy co-stars of
will begin promptly at 9 a.m
program really is, or how manyl "The Owl and the Pussycat," a Columbia Pictures presentation
with registration for clubwomfirms and individuals it involves. with music by the popular Sweat & Tears. The new comedy, in
en and guests starting at 9:30
a.m.
Too,this program has received Panavision and color, is concerned with the romantic and comedy
Judging for the contests will
more publicity during recent misadventures of a kooky part-time prostitute and a very timid:
begin at 10 o'clock.
Channel •
months than any other program intellectual "The Owl & the Pussycat" is showing today thru
Channel 5
Channel 8
The music contest, Mrs. Clara
conducted by the Department of Tues. at the Cheri Theater.
THURSDA
Y EVENING PROGRAMS
Stewart, vice governor of First
Agriculture. As I have stated
District in charge, will be
Af
:PS News; ef
before though,the problem areas Inspection -Law, making
aftert
,Ne.s, Nth,; Sports I Dream of Jearible
:30 FL* Miaow
the
Family Affair
among instrumental students
Alias Smith & Jones
have overshadowed the positive present program a State-Federal
FRANKFORT, Ky.(UPI)
:1* FIle Wilma
00
Jim haiku s
Alias Smith & AMOS
from the 9-12 grades. The winI
:A arson«
1.m Nalsocs
Kentucky's new stiffer inspeca:spects of the program. People program.
Bewitched
ner will receive a trophy.
:00 Basketball
O
Movie:
Rittom for Gra/smacks
0
have a tendency to look at the No doubt, Many plant owners tion and sanitation regulations,
:30 NCAA
"The Snultereo
Dan August
The student art contest with
Roorn"
closed plants, or those where would like to change some of the led to the closing of 149 meat,
Dan
August
9 11 1,1":=4,1'
mo,e
Mrs. Ned Buchanan, junior diThis Is Your Life
legal action has been initiated, regulations. There are parts packing houses in the state
Spts Neetu
lis, ar.e.
ftv.hr.: SoOrTS News;
rector, First District in charge
Wthr.; Sports
10 .
Dirk
rather
thanthe majority
•
of plants which we might like _hi _gp about 100 of them perwill have three categories. 1.
h
0: 4:00.10:
11
f1.9 VMwy
11
Dick Cavell
which
are
fine
in
shape
and changed. However, we do not maneng*, the state ttealTh dew
Dick Calvert
Painting; 2. Drawing; 3. Sculpoperating under full inspection, have the authority to make any partment reports.
Most of the plants were
The USDA criticized Kentucky changes, but we are charged with
FRIDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
ture. First, second and third.
for not pushing harder in the the responsibility of its en- dotard for sanitation reasons.
place ribbons will be given.
Kentucky previous!s had few;
Country Journal
enfrocement of the law. We forcement.
Fashion sewing for clubwomen
g :111) Morning Show
CBS Morning News
regulations on cleanlinew of
Morning
Show
:30
kiE
Morning
recognize
Watch
Real McCoys
this, but we want to do If we can continue to have good packing houses.
and fashion sewing for students
ep
00 Today. Scene TodaYMorn.ng Watch
BOz0
all we could to help the interested cooperation on the part of those
will have Mrs. Leon Culpepper,
•
30 Today
Mamma Watch
BOW
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MURRAY SUPPLY COMPANY
203 EAST MAIN STREET

PHONE 753-3361

* PLENTY OF FREE PARKING *

Headquarters For All Lawn and Garden Equipment

Before
BuY
Shop Murray Supply
and Save!

Largeif SeleCtion of Lawn and Garden Equipment In Western
Kentucky
3 H.P. 4 cycle Briggs & Stratton engine with automatic
choke.
Safety pull recoil starter.
Turbo deck design - Side ejection chute.
Self cleaning washout port in deck.
Sturdy steel throttle control with printed operating instructions
on control.
Sturdy easy roll 6 wheels.
'Is Tube steel chrome plated handle. Mounted on bolted
deck brackets.
Austempered steel suction lift blade - Die chromated.
Crankshaft protecting adapter with blade protective
shear pins.
OPEI safety decal.

nother order
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ting trees by
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rchase trees

LEADS

Air-cooled, 4-cycle 8- and 10-h.p. engines
have cast-iron blocks. Compression release
speeds cold-weather starts, reduces
battery drain.
Varlabto-spoed drive lets you change travel
speed on the go without touching throttle, gearshift, or clutch, and without changing speed of
mower, snow thrower, or other PTO equipment.

MANE DAVIS

(UPI) —Consay FBI
• Hoover told
tions subcomof some solid
as many as
pects in the
of the U.S.

Easy-shifting transaxle. Transmission and
differential are combined in one unit (transaxle).
Gears run in enclosed oil bath — dirt and
moisture are sealed out. Full differential
action lets rear wheels run at different speeds
on sharp turns, to reduce scuffing. Four
variable forward speeds, one reverse.
12-volt Ignition and battery (alternator charging)
helps assure fast starts.
Finger tip confrofs-rnalce-drtvtrng a pleasure.
All are out of the way, yet easy to reach.

OU
ICE, OR
USICAL
NT?
between
and 106.
ooking for
:he very

22" ROTARY
314 H.P. 4 cycle Briggs & Stratton engine with automatic choke.
pull starter. Sturdy slip slot height adjustments.
Sturdy easy roll r wheels_ Airplane type throttle control.
Special heavy duty hub - unique shear pin design prevents crankshaft damage.
Adjustable weed plate for cutting high grass.

iil

ma

tillers
5 hp Super Dakutt (51004) A rugged tiller in
every way — with cast iron shield, special
slasher tines, wide lug tires. Powerful Briggs
& Stratton engine takes 16 14-in tines through
the toughest soil. Features over-center clutch

lloway

New! S hp Expert (51005) Designed for professional growers landscapers and serious
hobby gardeners Two speeds forward, neutral
and reverse. Powerful B&S 13 hp engine, overcenter clutch. 14" slasher tines. 10 x 2.75 lugtype tires. A big capaoily tiller for the toughest
conditions
•
„
- 1

control

low

_

53-6987
p.m. Of
ter 5:30
mimma.

rfelP

5 hp CorporetS Heavy Duty (51003) Hard
.working, big power tiller. Easy handling,
too — with forward, neutral, reverse Deluxe tine shield. 5 hp, 4-cycle Briggs &
Stratton engine, over-center clutch control.
All Gilson quality features.
4 hp Corporal'. (51002) Perfect tiller for
large gardens Tills 8 inches deep, powered
by a husky 4 hp anima & Stratton engine.
Features over-center clutch control, tineshield, heavy channel steel handles, adjustable depth control.

Easy-on, easy-off equipment. Mower, blade,
10 and snow-thrower can be switched in minutes,
without tools. Hitch for drawn equipment.

HUFFY
RIDING MOWERS..
BROADLAWN 26"
N 1050
7 H P. Briggs & Stratton, 4
cycle.
Rewind starter.
On dash. Lever controls choke,
taw
and stop.
3 forward speeds plus
Neutral and
Peverse Pedal clutch
Differential on
rear axle

One piece Suction lift design for
smooth cutting.
Foot pedai control.
Steel Rear--15 6 00 pneumatic
Front --10 it 3.50 semi -pneumatic

Large dia adjustable steering wheel.
Padded trackr type seat.
ingie
Blade can be diSengagect while
matic adjustment
engine 1Is l•
is running

.3 Forward Speed Transmission
.Plus N•utral and Reverie
Choose the right gear to fit •II
:mowing conditions. Stick shift
Is controlled from drivers seat.

FAIRLANE I 24"

Throttle/Clutch
One pedal
controls throttle and clutch
Select gear with shift lever,
push down on the pedal and
you are in motion

5 M.P. Briggs I Stratton I
Cycle
Rewind starter
On dash. Lever controls
choke speed
and stop.

Easy-shifting transaxle. Transmission and
differential are combined in one unit (transaxle).
Gears run in enclosed oil bath —dirt, moisture
are sealed out. Top-quality bearings for
quiet operation. Full differential action lets
rear wheels revolve at different speeds on
sharp turns, to reduce scuffing. Three forward
speeds. one reverse.
isolated engine mounting reduces vibration—
helps prevent operator fatigue, increases
tractor life., Rubber pags between engine and
frame dampen vibration at steering wheel,
foam-cushioned seat, and footrests.
12-volt ignition and battery help to assure
fast starts, summer and winter. Electric starter
has auxiliary manual-cranking back-up
should battery fail.
Heavy-duty 7-h.p. engine is 'air-cooled, has
cast-iron block. Compression release helps
assure quick starts in any weather, increases
battery life.
High-flotation tires minimize ground pressure;
grass springs up quickly after wheels pass.

Get
Acquainted
With a
John Deere
Riding
Mower...

Steel. Rear--10" semi-pneumatk.
Front -A" semi-pneumatic

r to 23
/
4". Blade spacers

Plenty of suction

throw for clean,
smooth cutting

Electric start
optional for Sand 7-h.p. models

and
Comfortable seat
handy controls
engine at rear

Rear

hitch for

lawn

sweeper

and

dump cart

Exclusive doublesafe starting; all
models of mowers meet
industry safety
standards
Maneuverability,
tight trimming
cut hand work

Pivoted front axle
keeps all tour
wheels on ground

!040

In,

LAWN
and
GARDEN
EQUIPMENT

Weekend
Freedom
Machine

\

Forward Neutral -Reverse
Pedal
clutch.
One piece. Suction lift design for
so00111
cutting.

Tilt Lip Hoed Hood tilts for.
ward for easy access to en.
gins, dip stick and gas tank.
Huffy makes routine maintenance • breeze.
SltscC Abeoeber Soot Deluxe
two tone bucket seat Is
mounted on an automotive
type shock absorber Comfortable beck rest

JOHN Dr I ;IF

Forward speeds
1 8 or 3.2 mph,
reverse 1.8 mph

us el grass
catcher availabl
for 5-and 6-h.p.
models
Cutting *height
adjustable from
1 to 3 inches
Large tires
Inc-ease flotation.
reduce tracking"

SHERATON 26"

Blade can be disengaged while engine
is running

Husky, dependable
4-cycle Tecumseh
air-cooled engines

Supply, Visit..

Electric Start

Wholesale
Electric
Division
of
Murray
Supply

Peoria H 1070 Same specifications
as Model H 1060 listed above except engine has electric starter. Key
siert on dash with built in charger in-

SHERATON 26"
HP Briggs Stratton, 4 cycle
gauge Rewind starter
On dash Lever controls choke, speed
and stoP
3 forward speeds plus Neutral and
Reverse Pedal clutch Differential on
rear axle

Three easy-riding
models. 5, 6, or
7 h.p.. 26-. 2I3-,
or 34-inch cut

While In Murray

cluded

/Gas

Bumper stand
reduces needed
storage space

One piece Suction lift design for
smooth cutting
foot pedal control
Steel Foil pneumatic terra-Tires
Rear -15 % 6 00 Front 11 4 00

• XI

Idem. tairwas

FIVE

Riding Mower

Geared steering Adjustable steerin
wheel

Pamper your lawn and yourself with the fun one from
Ariens. Proven 5 11.1'. engine has power to spare. Recoil
starting is the easiest ever. Single lever cutting height
- control and Hex-NI-Float mowing cut your grass just
• the way you want. 4 speeds forward and reverse
Steering bar tilts forward for ertay mounting

Two tone bucket seal with back rest
Single lever Hytamatic adjustment
13
/
4- tb 344a•

* On-The-Spot Financing!

* Complete
line of electric devices
* Largest selection of light
fixtures in Western
Kentucky .

We Service All Our Lawn and Garden Equipment ...

* No Money Down!

Handle All Warranty Work In Our Own

* 45 Days Before 1st Payment Due

Shop!

— ALt- WORK GUARANTEED —

(Next•Door to- Murray Supply)
a
•
•
1

•

-
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Some Benefits Gained From "Fallouts"
WASHINGTON Barely more
than a decade ago, • the word
"fallout" entered our vocabulary to describe the radioactive
debris that fell on earth as a result of nuclear explosions. Now,
the age of space flights might
add a new dimension to "fallout"
meaning the little-noticed benefits that have been
accruing for mankind as a direct or indirect result of spaceflight research.

BY DAVID I,. 8.11 ER
Ground-breaking ceremonies for the first building
on the Highland Heights
campus of Northern Kentucky State College will be
held at 1:30 p.m. March 31.
Dr. Frank Steely, president of NKSC. announced
plans for the formal program today and said, Gov.
D Nunn will join in
1.4
theuiprogram.
f
The ground-breaking will
take place at the entrance
to the new campus on U. S.
27, just below the former
'Pompilio residence, which
witi..be the future home of
the college president.
THE SITE., although not
precisely where the first
building is to stakd, was
chosen for its scenic'beuty
and easy access.
"We are breaking
ground not just for a build-.
ing, but, for a university,"
Dr. Steely said.
Speakers at the ceremonies will include Gov.
Nunn, Dr. Steely and Henry iBudi Pogue, president
of the Northern Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce.

Among
hundreds of such
benefits, for Instance, have hem
medical applications of electric sensing devices to irr.prow
patient care and medic*: diagnosis; satellite photographs te
improve weather forez-asralg
warn of impending stsrris,
tate diseased crops and 134.1(
"prospect" for ladaer minerati
all over the so=ild
In all. it has beer... estimate:
that weE eve7
stiscs--antw
sippla-sizinis ice merest/3- at war* ir initia-, :vmroaree. new%zstir ant
for tbe Juts/nails twasteiTs
0011.111111113ATA

•
Brown (left), of the Quality and Reliability Laboratory, and
Wililam McCompbell of the Manufacturing Engineering laboratory,
both employes at the N A S A-Marshall Space Flight Center in AlaROE':Jr National bama, study a thickness gauge they recently developed. The gauge
Aeronautics inif 74•1s.."e Adminis- measures thickness of concrete paving material and may
las useful
tration hers tlerv zoecties word to highway roadbuiklen as device for reliability measuring roadbed.
of a spia-r-age ...I.str!..ment that is
tut a air 111_
e.q,ectsst zcy speed md un pros e thrir ae‘u h for thc vaaroc_ t tut_
ditatile.
,
V.
However, NASA's gauge
highway construction. save tion of such fragments.-tt would
money for builders and may be 'quicker and often less dif- "could be calibrated to detect
relatively large metal objects"
even be applied to combat airficult method than X-rays and such as firearms or
line piracy
grenades(
could brlIseti 'where X-rays are and would not be.influenced
by,
The instrument, developed at unavailable or impossible
to smIler and harmless metallic
the Marshall Space Flight Cenobjects.
ter at- Huntsville, Ala., is a
"Still another potential appliThere is actually no serendip-fallout" of research originally. cation," aids NASA,
ity in the "fallout." benefits of
designed, among other things, timely because
of recent inter- space research. NASA has a
to "measure paint thicknesses national concern over
airline pi- special unit, the Technology
on the metal surfaces of launch racy, is using portable
gauges
vehicles." But it can be used as well as metal detectors for Utilization Office, and makes
such discoveries known to into gauge the thickness of wet passengers before
they board dustry and the public. Skyjackconcrete with an accuracy of aircraft." Of course,
such detec- ers beware!
"plus or minus one-quarter
s

"I think we've invited every high school band in the
area to appear." he said.
The Northern Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce is
in charge of all physical
arrangements for the ceremonies, including the Governor's Ball.
Pogue said the chamber
feels "NKSC is one of the
greatest things ever to happen to northern Kentucky."

51111151 LINDA HUGHES

Ground-breaking ceremonies (A) will be held
March 31 for Northern Kentucky State College.
First building will be located at (R) and school
president's home will be in former Pompilio residence ICI. Dotted line is proposed access road.
"ADDITIONAL dignitar.es will also be invited."
Dr. Steely said.
It will be a day fu
festivities, climaxed with a
Governor's Ball at Beverly
Hills Club in the evening to
he sponsored by the Northern Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce.
Dr. Steely expressed

will attend the groundbreaking ceremonies.
"I hope this will be a
focal activity for the whole
area. because I hope the
college call become a focal
point for northern Kentucky." the president said.
THE CEREMONIES will
also include a parade of

F

1

a

"THE CHAMBER wants
to do its share to make it a
festive occasion throughout
northern Kentucky, not
just the three counties the
chamber serves." he added.
Invitations to the Governor's Ball will be sent out
in the near future, with the
Governor's office extending
special invitations.
Bids are to be opened on
the first building Thursday
at Frankfort.

els
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CONSTRUCTION on the
new $6.8 million multi-purpose building is scheduled
to begin shortly after the
first week in April.
The structure is scheduled for completion by fall

eat

the

.1W
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Dancing bows
ANill \LT, Tex. (UPI) A
traveler to Anhalt on the thid
Sunday esch October and %lay
.can expect to see one thing

dancing.
The tiny town near an
Antonio. has no permanent
resident, and no businesses
but on those days, the oncebuss German settlement jumps

to life for two nights ordanc- leelasil travel op
ing, then is quiet again until
REYKJAVIK, Iceland
the next dance night.
The Icelandic l,oft(UPI)
C a a.
cairried :112,546
Use a drinking straw to ex- ki
psamengers on overseas flights
tend the spout of an oil can.

my
in 1970, an increase of 42
per cent over 1969. Domestic flight passengers increased
8.3 per cent to a total of
I238.

mw," says a NASA
only ways of
determining with reasonable reliability the depth of the concrete you are pouring were expensive and cumbersome This
device holds promise of solving
the problem." Called the Mark
IV Eddy Current Proximity
Gauge, the instrument is be-

spokesman, "the

lyin
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H.I.S. - LEVIS and CASUAL
GYPSY. ROSE LEE'S SON ADOPTED—Adopting his natural son, Erik Kirkland Premingei,(left), 26, in New
York, Otto Preminger (right) sars, "I always loved
Erik as my son . . and now he has my name." Erik is
Preminger's son borne by Gypsy Rose Lee.

PAG

Nunn to attend NKSC start

by MARRY KURSti
Ccittral Press Association
Correspondent

mg tested in the field by the
Pennsylvania Highway Department
The instrument works by
gauggpairalMilinicknees difference
beteinentatirn fail stripe
placed on the bed of a roadway
and the surface of the concrete poured over it. It can
be operated only a few feet behind the concrete-pouring equipment and corrections in surface
thickness can be made within
minutes after the pouring.
The gauge itself is only about
two feet long and weighs approximately four pounds, It may
-have other possible applications in fields unrelated to space
research," says NASA. "Metal
fragments such, as shrapnel or
other foreign metallic objects
could be detected inside the human body.
"This would help doctors in
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In stripes, pastels, plaids and solids . .

your

red, navy, white and beige.

eave
1
Roar

JOYCE - JACKETS &
WINDBREAKERS

MA
• sidents
south
are opi
rn
igs
iits,
'• ray it
: latent
air nu
; only

With contrasting stitching in nylon and cotton
some terrycloth lined, with zippers, pockets and
belts.

cargo

(in white, red, navy, royal, light blue

and beige)

Late

saves he
Great
American
Foot. i

IT

• A pretty shoe can
feel as good as it looks
- And California Cobblers
are the shoes that keep
your feet from feeling
wounded That's why
we call Cobblers
the right on shoe
CALIFORNIA

Cobble
More love

1X7

than leather

Tune in to Symphony

fashioned of soft, flexible leather in a
. medley of colors

Combinations of

an s

Ned -White- Blue
Lime- Yellow White
Bone- Platinum

Downtown

Shopping Center

(SATURDAY ONLY!!)

• $• 15"
Sizes 5.10
in Slim Narrow Med.
Murray,

antintie 3iortiatt

Ky.
•Ct

Ale

Murray Highway
Mayfield, Ky.

IT'S
erim
to rn
hind
moth

•\1{111

Iti
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By JACK WOLISTON
NEW YORK (UPI) - From
the ditty bag:
-Outboard engine manufacturers have announced they
will not sponsor dual engine
rigs only. Among reasons given for the action: single engine
sponsorship will provide more
equitable man-to-man competition; the private non-factory
supported competitor will have
a fairer chance to win; noise
pollution will be greatly reduced, and the sponsors will
By Abigail Van Buren
work on a more realistic and
economical budget. The action
DEAR ABBY: In regard to wACO WOMAN, who
does not preclude competition
claimed that her husband was no different from any other
in future races of dual engine
man-he just likes "a change" once in a while:
rigs by unsponsored entrants_
My husband and I have been married for 26 years and
-The 1971 Gold.Cup unhave six children. We not only love each other-we like each
limited hydroplane race will be
held at Madison, Ind., on July
other. I am considered a very attractive woman and my
4. It is the highlight of a 10husband is handsome, intelligent and a good provider.
event schedule for the 1971
My husband is also no different from any other man, and
hydroplane racing season which
admits that he has considered infidelity just for the novelty
will include one new race, an
of it. For that matter, so have I.
event at Eugene, Ore., on Aug.
We have resisted temptation land at times it hasn't been
15. Madison, with an offer of
easy] out of sheer will power. We know that the true joy in
$30,000 in prize money, was
living comes to those who do right for no other reason than.,
top bidder among a number of
the right thing to do is the wise thing to do.
cities seeking to host the Gold
BEHAVING OURSELVES
Cup.
-Thomas E. Fiedler, a post(Late student in Boston
DEAR ABBY; For the information and enlightenment
niversity s c oo o
ublic
"Waco Woman," just as all women are not opinionated
Communication and a resident
martyrs as she is, neither are all men alike.
of Orlando, Fla., has been aIn my 25 years of married life, perhaps to the credit of
warded the 1970 Thomas
my wonderful wife, I never have cheated on her.
Fleming Day scholarship by
There have been many opportunities, and I would be
the National Association of
lying if I said I wasn't tempted from time to time, but [and
Engine and Boat Manufacturhere I know there are many men like me] it isn't worth
ers. The scholarship consists of
losing a lifetime of joy and love tuld.everything my wife and
a grant of $500 and a monthI built together for a few minuterof ecstasy with someone
long field work opportunity in
who may not even care how I like my coffee.
communications in conjunction
with the NAEBM-sponsored
HAPPY HOMER
National Boat Show in: Ness
DEAR HOMER: Now, let's hear it from the distaff side!
York in January.
-The St. Petersburg.(FloriDEAR ABBY: The letter sent to you by "Waco Woman"
da) Yacht Club has announced
for we it.:whacky'?I has prompted me to ask you a question
it will hold a Winter Olympic
Training Regatta March 28 ;
my mother and I discuss often. Is monogamy natural for the
_through A • ` -for-alVelamesr
_human male?
- -now eligible for the 1972
Being newly married, now I wonder if I should expect
Olympic sailing championships.
my husband to stray? My married brother has had some
The regatta will include an
extra-marital affairs, and he brags about these conquests to
intense schedule of competimy mother and me, and mother just laughs. Yet if I were to
tion to elF-ielai ed on regulayon
do the same thing my mother would lock me in the cellar for
Olympic courses on Tampa Bay.
a month!
'Every aspect of the racing and
The preacher says, "What God has joined together, let no
other activities will adhere as
man put asunder." Doesn't that go for women, too?
closely as possible to conditions and requirements of the
actual Olympic championships.
DEAR MRS. L: Yes. The mating game has the same set
-Final statistics on the
of rules for the goose as it has for the gander. But for some
1970 world ocean powerboat
reason, society has never 'really ostracized the goose who
- circuit show that the American
flies the coop, but the gander gets her wings clipped. This is
-nude MerCruiser ancl.Alercigiw
known as The Double Standard. lOr more appropriately. The
rissoline enginea powered the"
Double Cross. I
winning boats in all 18 of the
world's major offshore races.
U.S.-built boats also dominated
DEAR ABBY: So "Waco Woman" says her husband is
the 1970 international ocean
just like all the other men. He would like a "change" once in
racing scene, winning all but
a while. Well, ain't that lovely? I would like a change once in
four of the raees. Bertram arid
a while myself. And the change I would like is Paul Newman.
Cary hulls won 13 of the 14
But if my husband ever caught me with Paul Newman he
events_wo.n by American-made
would break my neck. I don't need to worry, however,
boats, while one of the new
because if Paul Newman wanted a change, he sure wou'dn't
Cigarette hulls won the other.
pick me.
DREAMER
English-built aluminum Avenger hulls won three races,while
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it
off
a British math: tilbert took the
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box wee, Los
Angeles, Cal.
(mirth nice won by European
we. For a personal reply enclose stamped,
addressed
products:
envelope.
-Test Corp., whose facliTiT
ties include six marinas in Fort
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-Agers Wait to
Lauderdale
and
Pompano
Know." send SI to Abby, Box MN, Los Angeles, Cal. MOM.
Beach, Fla., valued at $11.5
million, has purchased the ConMANILA ((JPI)
corde Yacht Division of the
Re- One for the bees
- sidents of the Philippines'
Brunswick Corp. Brunswick
DEATH VALLEY, Calif.
• southernmost island of Jolla (UPI) Death Valley National
which owned Concorde for 10
are opposing a move by Philip- Park ranger Donald W. Carney
years, purchased it as the.
pine Aar Lines to stop its
Owens Yacht Co. from the
has asked for a transfer to any
• flights to the irdand.
Owens brothers, founders.
hey other national park.
soy it would mean total isoThe reason: His hobby is
-New York City's Sanita• lation from newspapers and
netting and studying bumbletion, Department tows away
: air mail because PA!. is the
bees and Death Valley is the
more than 50,000 abandoned
; only airline which ships air only national park that i•-• burn
cars from the city)
, streets
• cargo to Jolo
blebeenres.
each year. Recently, it was
confronted with its first abandoned boat-a 30-foot cabin
crtiiier14vhich Was left on a
Bronx street by its owner when
its trailer developed a flat tire.
Vandals had stripped the boat
is clean as a toothpick by the
time a Sanitation Depaitment
truck towed it away.,
.

PAN AMERICAN REPORT

Panama Canal was opened, the
line was a major route for
goods being shipped between
Europe and the Orient. As
many as 20 trains crossed
between the Gulf and the
Pacific every day.
Some aevelopment definitely
seems slated for the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec. President Luis
Ectieverria, in office less than
two months, has already
visited the area. Except for the
ports, he found it to be one of
the most backward areas in the
country.

Mexican construction
of new canal debated
MEXICO CITY - Mexico is
thinking about building an
interocean canal.
A project has been presented
to President Luis Echeverria to
construct a waterway across
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.
This is a narrow stretch of
southern Mexico where the
distance from coast to coast is
only 130 miles. The proposed
canal would link Salina Cruz on
the PaCific with Coatzacoalcos
on the Gulf of Mexico.
The plan was drawn up by
Civiles
ICA
i Ingenteros
Asociadosi. the firm that built
the Mexico City subway.
Financing is the biggest obstacle. If the job is done,
Mexico wants to go it alone. No
indication has been given
.on
what the cost would be but the
government
U. S.
once
estimated the cost of a

Tehuantepec canal at $13
billion.
ICA says the job can be done
for much less. •'The United
States is interested in some
seaway that can handle its
biggest warships," says Pedro
Noriega of ICA. "We are
thinking of something much
smaller that would be limited
to commercial shipping "
Among other things, Mexico
does not want an installation
that would be a major target in
case of war.
Other voices oppose a canal
for other reasons. Some argue
that a railroad would be more
practical.
"This is the era of containerized cargo," argues
Alejandro Torres, a leading
Coatzacoalcos businessman.
"Within a few years the
merchant marine of the world

will consist on gigantic vesseis
- bigger than anything now
afloat - that will ferry container cargo across oceans and
unload their freight aboard
barges without ever docking.
No canal will be big enough for
these ships."
Torres feels Mexico should
plan for the day when container cargo can be shipped
from the Gulf to the Pacific by
rail.•'In a matter of hours,
cargo could be unloaded in
Coatzacoalcos, put on a flatcar
bound for Salina Cruz and be
aboard a ship in the Pacific.
Vying toisend the same freight
through the Panama Canal
would take days, perhaps even
weeks."
A railroad across the isthmus
already exists. Built by the
British, it was completed in
1907. For a few years before the

The railroad built shortly
after the turn of the century
was, for a while, the next best
thing to a canal. Coatzacoalcos
and
Salina
Cruz
both
blossomed into boom towns.
The two ports are still
relatively important.
Coatzacoalcos is a major
shipping point for petroleum
and fertilizers. Salina Cruz is a
naval base and shipping repair
center: it boasts the only major
dry dock facilities between San
Diego, Calif., and Panama.
But inland, the Isthmus of
Tehuantepec is little more than
tropical forest. It is an area the

THURSDAY-MARCH 18, 1971
government !eels is crying totdevelopment. A canal may. be ,
the answer.
Most of the talk in shipping
circles in recent years has been
in terms of a sea-level canal,
probably located in Panama,
where the Continental Divide is
at its lowest. Some engineers
who have studied the proposed
Tehuantepec route feel that the
excavation costs would be too
high to make a sea-level
waterway feasible there.
Ginning safety
PTITSHUKCH (UPI)
Pleven match acTotai the na
tiors have poirided increased
consumer safety by adopting
safety glazing legislation or upgrading glazing IleCtiOfla of
their building codes, accordto PPG Industries, producers
of architectural glass.
The new requirements stipulate that only safety glazing
material, such as tempered
glass, can be installed in storm
and patio doors, tub and shower enclosures and fixed glazed
panels that might be mistaken
for doors.

LAWN cut LEAF

sacs
Holds 7

Bushels

For
etc.jica
*sire
ties

4" Ili, •

Buy on
Easy.
Terms

'guide
MOWER

BIG 3 HP
Briggs 8 Stratton

19" cut

ENGINE
REAR GRASS
BAFFLE
Prevents Grass
Clumping

EASY-SPIN
STARTING

EASY
TERMS

HEAVY GAUGE
DEEP STEEL
DECK

TRADE-IN YOUR
OLD MOWER!

Power Mower Headquarters
Rotaries, Riders, Self-Propelled, HiWheel Models, Reer Electric. Over 30
models to choose from.

T

LAWN ,
SHRUB MOWER TUNE-UP
& CULTIVATING INCLUDES: re STEEL EDGING
Parts & Labor
RAKE
New
4' 114

6

Still tines.
For spring
clean-up.

.s
t• N 6P°rkrtleu gr
• New Points
Sharpen Blade (except reel type)

Keeps grass roots from
garden and off walks
ss-ttors

CENTURY

4

Catch a
bachelor
CHICAGO (UPI) - Here's
new ammunition for a woman
out to capture a bachelor-tell
him about the word bachelor.
Originally, according
to
Encyclopedia Britannica, bachelor seems to have designated a
vassal 'of especially low rank.
Through the centuries the word
has been applied to such categories as:

1. I

Y.
.1■11••• .1111111.•

IT'S 100 (HOLDUP) PROOF — Washington's alarming
crime rate influenced the proprietor of this liquor store
to make it'holdup-proof. The egtice stock. Ltop) is behind bulletproof glass, and (lower) merchandise and
money is passed througlirevolving plastic drums. Any.
--crortketintieirriT.bi.issarrom...
•

-Ecclesiastics of an inferior
grade.
- Those belonging to the
lowest stage of knighthood.
Those holding the preliminary degree of a unnersqy,
enabling them to preiceed to
master a partii:ular subject.
The younger or inferior
members of a trade guild.
titiniarrieif Mem

oitseep

BASEBALL CAPS
6-row stitched bill. Choice of Colors. Nut-ti to 714. 63-551.2 141.9

7 49

BASEBALL GLOVE
TOP COWHIDE - Deep
well pocket. N Ion
stitched for longti life.
Double speed trap ‘.eb.
st-270.2
Jr. Fielder's *Glove
41.214t
3.73

Professional Model
FIELDER'S GLOVE
FULL DRAIN COWHIDE!
!Mike lacing, deep scoop
pocket, multiniatic lks
palm. 61 2'11.1
Genuine Cowhide Glove.
6.42

HOLSTER FINGER SLOTI
lull grain cowhide.
Leather lined. "Edge-UCated" heel for better
control. 51-2744
Wilson Fioldor's Glove
Styled OW A2000 Pro
Modal. sPzii-i
19 99

ADIRONDACK BAT
Natural brush II Mit 1.11 1.11t It Led RUC 61
Little L•oguo Louisville B40.611044 2.87

SPORT
BAG

4
7
1

Wihuin"little League" BASEBALL
Sanctioned Official. siNs s
Wilton Offkiol league Boll. si

44

1 83

BASEBALL SHOES
BANKAMERICARD

Returns pitched
Good prat
Inc aid st loss 476
Vitro Lama Pi
back. sin 7.4

104

43

9-&- Mon .-Sof.

Closed_ Sunday

Leather uppep, seuil•proul ,iIes Rubber solcs and cleats scuts.- isAstro-Turf Type Baseball Shoes.
61 1,
/2
‘•44
5.76

Bel-Air Shopping Center
- 7534)391

OTASCO
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AND YOU PROMISED
TO HELP ME BUILD
AN

Physicist says skin
disease danger is real

NEW BRITISH MONEY-Howard Rigney (left), Brit
lideputy consul general in Chicago, and Illinois State
ktrreasurer Alan Dixon hold new coins the British start
:Using Feb. 15. New pence are based on decimal system.

ACROSS
Swiss river
Proportion
Condensed
moisture
Baker's product
Girl's name
Anger
Fairy
Title of
respect (Pl.)
Place
Ethiopian Otte
Neyn,p,pers,
collectrvety
Seed coating
In music, high
Athletic group
Excavate
Anger
Crrinterfed
Poetry
34
35
36
38
39

6 Place tor
worship
7 Lifeless
El Bacteriologist's
ewe

9
10
11
19
21
22
23
24
26
27
29
10
32
33
34
35

Essays
Before
Damp
Man's
nickname
Portico
Paid notice
Competitor
Exist
Semiprecious
stone
Pronoun
Doctrine
Fish limb
Flower
Inlet
Symbol for
calcium
T.mpestuous

WM 00 00M00
12210000 000000
00 0000000 00
00 MOM MOM
00M0 OMOO 000
0003M MOMM 00
0000 0000
00 MUDO MOOG
1200 MOM 0000
BOMO TO00 BO
00 0000000 MO
UOMS0 0000M0
00000 00 000
Printer's
measure
Decay
Quiet!
Small rugs
Young
salmon
Reverence

45 Long,
slender
fish
47 Golf
mound
49 Tiny
SO Female
sheep

Ricochet
Transgress
Devoured
Word of sorrow
Music as

written
Stalk
Rhythm
Greek letter
Time gone by
Chief artery
Be46 in debt
SI Armed conflict
52 Measuring •
device
53 Recent
Other vetch
Craftier
Observe

41)
41
43
44
46

WASHINGTON UPD: A
physicist testified yesterday
there was nothing "kooky
or nutty" about fears that
supersonic transport iSST)
planes might cause 10,000
new cases of skin cancer
each year in the United
States.
Dr. James E. McDonald
of the University of Arizona, a member of the National Academy of Science's panel of weather
and climate, said a 500plane fleet off SSTs would
definitely decrease ozone
gas in the upper atmosphere, which serves to filter out the ultraviolet rays
reaching earth.
These additional ultraviolet rays, said McDonald,
might be enough to produce as many as "5000 to
10,000" new cases of skin
cancer in the United States.
This possibility, McDonaid testified, "is not kooky
or nutty but simply is physics and chemistry."
The scientific community
has been concerned that
fleet
crease the amount of ozone
through the discharge of
water vapor into the upper
atmosphere. The vapor,
created by the combustion
in powerful jet engines.
w o u Id chemically break
down the ozone, some
feared.
HOWEVER, earlier witnesses, including Transportation Secretary John A.
Volpe and William M. Magruder, director of the government's SST program,
said the fear of increased
skin cancer was not
grounded in scientific fact.
The testimony was before a House transportation
subcommittee, which is
holding hearings on the
request
Administration's

(

Sirmarr
2 fn II
Axixes

ieL00

for funds to build two prototypes of the 1800-milean-hour plane.
McDONALD wae asked
to testify by committee
member Sidney Yates ID.,
ni.) an SST opponent, who
said the threat of skin cancer could be "the largest
single hazard" from the
SST. Other opponents have

JUST MY LUCK r
A C- CUSPI DOR ".

cited air and noise pollution.
Rep. Henry S Reuss (D.,
Wis.), a long-time SST critic, said a study conducted
by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in July
concluded that the impact
of the SST on the upper atmosphere was a matter of
"genuine concern."
"As the MIT study makes
clear," Reuss said, "we just
don't know what the tinpact of the SST will be on
the upper atmosphere and
a great deal of scientific
work Is needed before we
will know."
Magruder testified ear-her yeeteretrf -thst to stop
the SST program now
would cost more than $1
billion that has been spent
so far-$983 million in federal funds, $79 million in
contractor costs and $60
million in airline expenditures.

CHAMPUS
NEWS
DENVER, Colo. (ANF)-GRAMPUS officials have reminded beneficiaries Of the
Civilian Health and Medical
Program of the Uniformed
Services that the Internal
Reviritur

Service

CUIlhiliels

medical-expense items that
exceed three per cent of adjusted gross income as tax
'deductible.
In addition to outlays for
• drugs, hospital costs and
payments to physicians, deductible medical expenses include the cost of private or
transportation
commercial
for such medical purposes as
visits to the dentist, family
physician, hospital or clink.
Other deductible medical
expenses incjude the cost of
special foods prescribed by a
physician, ape( ial supplies
such as artificial limbs and
special aids to assist in educating a shild with a physically-handicapping condition.
The costs of special schools
for the mentally or physically handicapped and costs of
insurance providing reimbursement or indemnity for
medical .care are also considered deductible medirai
expenses.-

514
OTASCO
LOCATIONS

4-Ply NYLON CORD
tictiard
.1.ifetime Reed
GUOTOnteil
-MonthWeerout1
& 24
Against
TUBELESS BLACKWALL
SIZE 7.00 x 13
7.35 x 14
7.75 x 14
8.25 x 14
7.75 x 15
8.25 x 15

14.99 plus 5704 FIT.
16.99 plus 2.17 F.E.T.
18.99 plus 2.33 F.E.T.
16.99 plus 2.19 F.I.T.
18.99 plus 2.36 F.E.T.

1970 demo"
ST(X:k1101.‘1 (CPO
Stockholmers lam year made
about 112,000 more visits to
public bade: than in 1969.
The public bath patrons among thy I million inhabitant, of Sweden's capital took
more than 1_,5 Million hot
bath. in 1970. reports the
Stockholm l'arka and Spurts
Committee.

Mike Stephenson
1-1,0in

Kent Klein
Murray Jr Hiqh

Nowt/me without
a truffle problem
KUALA LUMPUR, Malay
Ma (11PD The eity govern
mem of Kua6 Lumpur has
proposed banning F4ovo -moving
vehicles during rush hours
m
froIS
street: of Kuala Lumpur.
The vehicks include 'mo(orized
rickshaw, tractors and bullock
carts.

A low profile plus Dyno-Grip shoulders to give you better
cornering stability, greater high-speed steering control
and greater safety Improved chlorobutyl hobislissa liner
that fights flats and bruises.

Passonser Tiro Otommaramt
••••••••* •••••••/••
• 0•••••••••
14• 4/4 Oho •••44.1 /roma 1/ 1.• l.4.•
1••
*I*
44 44 444 ••••• *mom • I* or
.
04•
nee
4••••••• •••, 1•4 ••• ••••
ss. •
p.m,
r•••• al •••
4•4444•4
•
•••
vow*
•••••••
• O.n.o.*
or...
C
•1 •••••••
414,•••• ••• 4,0•410.
••• oil 4••••••
/or ••••4 *we.* Ow*
•••••

frnglifea MUFFLERS
LIFETIME GUARANTEE
Heavy Duty Construction
MUFFLER GUARANTEE
Longo• onvIrlecs ore guaranteed
erarrerale .ort
oven.* defects
our Shop, t4109•004 or rwttaruSs tar
6, 109 a. yov or your car In

Fend out ferrets
These twenty-two Calloway County
elementary school students will participate in the Calloway County Spelling
Bee to be held at the Calloway County
Court House, Saturday, March M. Prizes
totaling $100 will be given by the Capri,
Cheri and Murray Drive-in Theatres to the
%inners of the contest.

I THINK Ir5 FROM THAT
LlT ILE RED- HAIRED 60- .514E
KNOWS I LIKE i4ER, ANC.

even, of loder• cowed be 641 01
0,690 60401 r14,6-4 .9.146.6,
'
L.11 be ,eolocee
Ow co. and

BROOKINGS, Si).(UPI)

Wadhfe enthusiasts seeking the
Wart-footed ferret, one of the
nation's rarest wild mammals,
should look in South Dakota.
State and federal wildlife
remearchers at South Dakota
State University here say their
studies show that the smal
weasel-like predator dill lives
among the prairie dog borrows
im western South Dakota

FREE MOUNTING & ROTATION
WHEEL BALANCING '1.25
A Brunswick Tire for Every Driving Need
Low Prices and Easy Terms!

,ree of charge IDoN ten cover
nsfellahan charge.)

C) SAFETY ENGINEERED
hood -to-shell seal

with

IA) ORIGINAL SOAPMINT TYP1 SHOCK Alewe/ owe

SORSERS

3 if7

469444,

(I) 11-1

RIOS GOWEN
IAl
BLOM OKKA MOORSERB Per•wear,ride

enderelIdriving ernegerm Per were awe
12,464,s -9 ,

6 77 rn

1(1 i-iCOE
IOADMASOR

SURER
SHOCR

ABSORBS'S. tovois we
for MAMA
'4.,',,

sow** Ade.
14.13en

Shock Installation 994 each, most can

gas-tight-

O QUALITY DESIGNED INTERIOR with
multiple internal supports
0 QUALITY DESIGNEE) EXTERIOR with
s•parat• coatings of aluminum, cadmium, load & lint for longer life

pnutflet for Chevy Pickup Trucks
'S0-'63 models ,•
All 0th.' Alufflees I. fit most
A91991rit091 mods cars. 14 in

Longlife bonded
brake shoes give
25% more braking
area; 50(1 morel,
lining depth
12 2991 'lii
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147ACIIONINICAIED
NOTICE

NOTICE

TRIANGLE INN
CAFETERIA & RESTAURANT

Hazel Highway
Phone 753-4953
- OM 5 A.M.-11 P.M. -

Good Tasting Food
Daily Features
* THURSDAY

COUNTRY FRIED STEAK-

B5C

* FRIDAY

COMPLETE CATFISH DINNER
Available Anytime

65c
79c
49c

MEAT LOAF
*

SUNDAY

PRIME ROAST BEEF
* CHILD'S PLATE

Half Portion
Meat- Potato-Vegetable
(From Cafeteria Line 11 a.m.-8 p.m.)
We fix Sunday Dinner only ONE day a
week . . so we give it all we've got!
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

71ity

NOTICE

FOR SALE
COLOR TELEVISION: used.
Real nice cabinet. See at Dust's
IV & Appliance, 118 South 12th
Street. Plenty of free parking in
rear of store.
M18C

FOR SALE
EARLY AMERICAN Maple
telephone gossip bench, $12.00.
Short blond 100 per-cent human
hair wig, $15.00. Yellow utility
cart, $4.00. Phone 753-7937. M19(

ONE RACK of girl's sports wear,
NORWEGIAN
ELKHOUNI)
price. Settle Workman
puppies,$75.00 and up, also stove
Co.
M20C For lease;
acre tobacco base and
CUB TRACTOR, mower, pow barn. Phone 753-4490 after 7:00
M23C
and cultivator; disc. New paint p.m.
job. Phone Clinton, 653-6201 after
ARC REGISTERED black Toy
5:00 p.m.M2OP
Poodle puppy. 10 weeks old.
Phone 753-6379.
M19C
NO REGRET,the best yet; Blue
Lustre
cleans
carpets ARC REGIST
ERED German
beautifully. Rent
electric Shepherd puppies.
Phone 436shampooer $1.00. Big K.M20C
5841.
Ml9P

AWATATADS
NOTICE

SERVICES OFFERED

SHROAT MEAT
MARKET
Lowest Everyday
Prices, Such As:
Sliced BACON
Slab BACON
Smokehouse
SAUSAGF

lb.49`
lb. 40`

NOTICE

DOZING, $8.00 per hour. No job
too small. No large jobs please.
Reliable service, New man in
Murray area. Phone 7538548.
M24C

Compare!!
Folks, before you buy a Color TV
from a Truck Sale, or a Discount House,
you better check
Quality, Price and Service .
Especially
on the Picture Tube!

CHESTER'S AUCTION Sale
Service.
Specializing
in
household, antiques and farm
auction. For information phone
435-4042.
1TP

,lb.49c

DOUGLAS SHOEMAKER; I am
now a licensed and bonded
1-BONES -lb.IN auctioneer and am in need of
auctions. Contact me any time at
Shoemaker Bros. Livestock on
Ground BEEF_Ib
Cadiz Road or dial Douglas
SEARS 18" color T. V. portable
SIX FEMALE full blooded
Shoemaker, 753-3375 or Terry
$200.00, 9x12 brown oval braided German Shepherd
Come Out Todaz and
s, 6 weeks old,
Shoeen a ker, 436-5327.
rug, $35.00. Phone 753-9371. M18 $20.00 each animal.
Phone 474We work individually or as a
See for Yourself!
2386.
M19C
team when needed. We will take
No. 5th Street
FOURTEEN FOOT Arkansas
care of all advertising, tax and
Travel boat with trailer. Phone 1970.PFLUEGER, 3 speed, M30
other details and will appreciate
Murray,
Ky.
.r.m-trollang-rnotor-Phone 753..g 'w,tti any SILC sate,
8.580.
M19C
Also farmers-will you please
ANTIQUE OBLONG pine dining
deliver your hogs by 2:00 p.m.,
CARD OF THANKS
table with four chairs like new CLEAN your rugs and carpet
Monday-Friday and by 12:00
I
would
like
to
express
my
with TREWAX. Rent Shampooer
753,3896
noon Saturday.
M18C
M20(
thanks to the nurses on the third
and save at PURDOMS,INC.
floor of the Murray-Calloway
M2ONC
1965 GREEN Corvair with ex-,
County Hospital, Dr. Sam Bell, FOR ALL your home
alterations
cellent white interior. Also 1969 ONE BI.UEPOINT male Siamese Dr. C. C. Lowry, Dr. E. D.
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
Honda C B 160 motorcycle, in kitten. Cheap. Phone 753Roberts,and Dr. Russell Ross for old. Free estimates. Call
753excellent condition. Phone 767- 7664•
M18C their kindnesses and helpfulness 6123.
March 29NC
4427.
while I was a hospital patient for
M19C
1969-650 cc Triumph TR6. Ex- three weeks.
cellent condition. Phone 753-9835,
Mrs. Lynn Ferguson
1TC RAILROAD WELDING and
14 FT. FIBERGLASS speed boat, after 6:00 p.m.
wrought iron shop. East ,Maple
M18F
complete with skis; 40 HP
We would like to express our Street, across from Murray
Johnson. Also 1966-350 cc 34. HP SUBMERGIBLE
pump. thanks and appreciation for the Lumber Co., owned by Dan
motorcycle, $125.00. Phone Used. Phone 436-2289.
TFNC many acts of kindness and Hutson, operated by Bandi.
Fulton 479-1413.
sympathy extended to us during Phone 753-1933.
M20C
APRIL7C
the sudden death of our husband
ONE RACK of ladies dresses, "2 MAGNIVOX TEI.EVISION, 5- and father, Beckham Cooper.
price. Settle Workman Co. M20C fruitwood tables; coffee, step, May God's richest blessings rest DECORATED CAKES
for all
round and two end tables -Buffet- upon each of you.
occasions. Pictures available as
USED HOT POINT refrigerator. FruSwood, lamps, French Mrs. Beckham ( Sylvadell samples. Wedding
cakes and
Cheap. Phone 489-2344.
M20( Provencial lounge chair; couch Cooper
accompaniments a specialty.
and chair. Refrigerator, G.E., Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Dan Cooper, Homemade pies too. Sheila
FOR "A job well done feeling" good condition. Table and chairs, Tanya and Gregory Cooper. ITC Travis, 753-5829.
M191
clean carpets with Blue Lustre. twin bed, metal frame,
full
AUTOS FOR SALE
Rent electric shampooer $1. mattress and springs, Singer
WANTED!! SEWING to do. All
Western Auto, "Home of The sewing machine, and
lawa 1964 BISCAYNE, reasonable wearing apparel. Wedding gowns
Wishing Well."
M20C chairs. Phone 753-8918.
and formals. Gifts. Needlework.
M22C price. Phone 492-8104.
M19(
Sheila Travis, 753-5829.
11191
LfrENVILLE SHOE OBSere just
NOTICE
NOTICE
received a large shipment of
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
women's and children's spring
All work guaranteed. Free
shoes. Also have bags to match.
pickup and delivery. Free
All the latest colors. All famous
estimate. Antique or natura
name brands. Latest spring boots
finish. Jerry McCoy,753arriving daily. All low discount
3045.
March 31C
prices. Open from 9:00 a.m. -6:30
p.m., six days a week, Sundays
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
from 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
M31
WANT TO mow lawns. Goad
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
service. Contracts for summer.
TWO GOATS. Phone 436Phone 753-9483.
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
5865.
M20C
Ml7C1

65c

CURTIS-MATHES

gives you
an 8-YEAR PRO-RATE WARRANTY,
where if you had another brand it could
cost you up to 8185.00
to replace your tube in the 3rd year,
but with us... ONLY '37.00!
As you will be told your color picture tube
will last as long as your old black and white,
but don't believe this...they won't _
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And You Can Do This At

TV Service Center

EXTRA SPECIAL-This large WANT TO contact
party who sold
house located near M.S.U. has Sorrell and White horse
with blue
every feature you could want in a eye at Auction in
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
February. Call
house. It has a private entrance Collect 1-901-642-0710,
Jerry
for the upstairs which would King.
Between Roses and Kroger
M22C
make great income property.
Has book-shelves, lots of storage-, BIDS WILL be
received until
Open Friday Night Till 9 p.m.
carpeting, four bedrooms, March 24 in
the office of
central heat, two fire-places, all Memorial Baptist
Open Saturday Night Till 6 ;mei.
Church for
built-ins in kitchen, and extra house located at
107 North 10th
latge shady lot. It's priced to sell. Street. House must
be removed
MODERATELYMICED is this from present
property. For
three bedrN
miro
~ house. Has additional information contact
carport, utili
m,large living Mason Billington, 753-1769. M18C
room aallINdi g area, lots of
ca etsrpeting and outside
St
This one is priced less
tha
,000.
BRAND NEW-This one is neat in
every way. Has seperate den,
three bedrooms, one is extra
large, two baths, kitchen with all
ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
AUCTION SALE
HELP WANTED
UPRIGHT PIANO, $50.00. Phone
built-ins, good sized living room,
WANTED TO RENT
753-6063.
M20C
ANTIQU
E
AUCTIO
N
Sale,
carpeting, lots of closets.
Saturday, March 20, 10:00 a.m. CASHIER FOR local grocery
ONLY $13,500 will buy this 44
1967 - 450 HONDA, good conWANT TO RENT: Young rain or shine at McClure's An- Experience preferred. Must be
acre farm. Has good fences,
WANTED TO BUY
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
dition, $300.00. Also 1961 Oldmarried couple seeks reasonable tique Shop on Highway 121, one neat and willing to work. If instock barn, new crib. Also has
smobile 88 four door sedan, best WANT TO BUY: service
house to rent in country. Phone mile south east of Murray. This terested write to P. 0. Box 32L,
three bedroom frame house. It's
station
FRAME
location.
HOUSE, good
401 Maple St. 753-3642 1 offer. Phone 753-5917.
753-2335.
M20( or Vacant lot for filling station
M22C sale is one of the top antique sales Murray, Kentucky, giving age,
really worth the money.
site in or around Murray. Write to Carpet, drapes, electric heat.
you'll have the opportunity to experience, etc.
NEAT IS THE best way to
M20C
ONE TABLE of girl's dress and P. 0. Box 927, Paducah, Ken- recently decorated. $12,000.00.
attend.
NOTICE
describe this two bedroom brick
I will not be responsible for any casual
Phone
753-4448
4:00
p.m.
4_
after
shoes, "2 price. Settle tucky.
Will sell; 4 coffee mills, 40
M22C M20C
located across road from accidents on my property, near
lamps, 10 butter dishes, 10 WANTED: LADIES to
M20C
elementary school. Price has Lynn Grove. No trespassing Workman Co.
conduct
WANT TO BUY girl's or boy's 20
preserve stands, 7 trunks, side survey for updating Murray
been reduced $1,000 for quick please.
City
inch bicycle, In good condition. TWO ADJOINING lots at
ONE
POLAND
China
saddle,
Boar,
6
straight
5
chairs,
rocking Directory. Reply in own handsale.
Myrtle Lockhart
M19P mixed breed. Sows,
Phone
767-6365,
Panoram
between
chairs,
Shores,
located
a
15
on
weaning
2 library tables, 3 marble writing to P. 0. Box 32F.
5:00-6:30
100 ACRES OF good land. Has
M2C
pigs. One 7 year old pony gelding. p.m.
top wash stands, 2 telephones, 8
M18C Jack's Creek, on TVA easement
stock barn and tobacco barn plus
Phone 436-2289
wash kettles. 30 smoothing irons,
TFNC
As of this date, March 18, 1971, I Phone 436-2113.
M20C
older house.
WANT TO BUY; logs and
will no longer be responsibleofor
SAVE $40-$45 on all frostless 10 butter molds, stone jugs,
FOR RENT
TWIN BED with head board, standing timber. Also have for
'n.filefeigerator with big 153-lb. pictures, 4 clocks, one round WANTED: SOMEONE to baby
FOUR BEDROOM HOUSES. We any debts other than my own.
inner spring mattress and box sale lumber and sawdust. 1-TWO BEDROOM duplex at Freezer. Separate cold con,. table with claw feet, dated fruit sit and do light housework. Phone
Signed
have 4 located in different areas
springs. All in very good con- Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. Stella, air-conditioned. 1-two trots for each section.
jars, 5 cake stands. rkessed., 753-8041.
M19C
James Causey
M2OP
of Murray, all have 2 baths, ene
dition. Phone 753-9781.
TFC
M20( Phone 753-4147.
bedroom apartment at Cold- SAVE $40445 on Warming milk, cut and carnivarglass,
has 3, all have double carports'or
water, $45.00 per month. Water Shelf Range with continuous picture frames, dressers, china
garages, all have central heat
YOUNG MAN for general kitchen
JAP HAY,60 cents and 65 cents WANT TO BUY: Used enlarger. and trash pick-up furnished. clean oven that cleans
while cabinet with glass doors, broad
and air-conditioning, all have
work. High school and military
per bale. Phone 435-5311 or 435- Phone 753-7901.
M18C you cook. Gas or elec. Reg. axes, vases, bottles, stone ware,
M18C Phone 489-2595
carpet, built-in kitchens, and
4313.
M20C
299.95, white-304.95, colors. dinner bells, organ stools, bowls obligations completed. If you are
many other outstanding features.
THREE
furnished NOW YOUR CHOICE 259.88 and pitchers, brass kettles, neat, efficient and willing to
ROOM
If you are in need of a large
WANT TO BUY Pekingese
WINE WOOL rug, 9X12, and pad.
apartment. Carpeting, garbage white-colors.
churns and dashers, brass bells, work, this is a good opportunity_
home, check with us first. We
Some experience preferred.
Also inner spring mattress in puppy, six or eight weeks, disposal, central heat and air- *INCLUDES
spinning wheel, bread trays.
$20
BONUS
believe we have the best selection
preferrab
le male. Phone 492-8336 condition
Apply
good condition. Phone 753Colonial
ing. Can be seen at SAVINGS for Catalog Store,
Also
House
1926
Chevrole
t
ton
truck.
in town. Prices range from
after 4:00 p.m.
MIST Owen's Food Market, 1407 West
Smorgasb
3437.
ord.
1930
M20C
A-Mo
del
Ford
M2OP
Coupe.
Customer
Lots
Agency
of
s:
$34,000 to $44,000.
Main.
M20C
other items, no way to list them
BUY
BOTH
FOR
WE NOW HAVE 3 new houses
NOTICE
all. Reason for selling, going out
ONLY 499.76
P.O.A. PONIES,and grade lock.
under construction that are listed
FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished,
of business. All items will sell. EARN MONEY at home. Full or
Transportation extra
Phone
346-5697
from $25,500. All have 3
M18P
$65.00 per month. Phone 753601 S. 4th Street
Don't miss this sale if you are a part time. For details send selfbedrooms, are brick, have
5965.
M2OP
dealer or an antique lover. We'll addressed envelop-stamped and
MONTGO
MERY
WARD
central heat and air, carpet, two •
52 FORD Tractor; plow, disc,
be looking forward to 'seeing you 25c to B. and A. Enterprises. Dept
Catalog Agency
baths, range, dishwasher,
FURNISHED A PARTMEN i for
ELF:CTROLUX SALES & Ser- cultivator and almost new
there. Terry Shoemaker, Auc- A-IM. Post Office Box 278.
510 Main 753-1966
disposal, paved drives. The
bushhog.
girls,
1612
located
Main.
Three
Phone
bicycles; 2-24
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
tioneer,
•
M18C
M20C Mayfield, Ky. 42066:
SAVE $90 on 7-HP Lawn 753,1106.
carpet and inlaid has not been
M18C
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- inch, 1-26 inch. XL12 Homelite
Tractor
bought at this time, if bought at
with 32" Mower. Easy
Chain Saw. Phone 753-7143. M190
mington, Kentucky.
Aprill2t
spin recoil starts from DUPLEX TWO large bedrooms,
once owner may choose.
living room, kitchen, large bath,
driver's seat. Reg. $469.
JUST LISTED A 4 bedroom
COUCH, CHAIR, bathinette. two
room,
carpeting
house in Kentucky Lake with NiE ARE offering our Gilson
NOW ONLY $379 utility
pairs curtains, snow tire, 8 track
SAVE $194 on 14-HP Variable throughout, central heat and air.
Water front. Has carpet in 3 tractors and tillers at sale prices.
stereo tapes. Phone 753Speed Tractor with 48" Mower Large concrete driveway, walks
rooms, inlaid in balance, two Seaford's Lawn & Garden,
6661.
M19C
attachment. Reg. 1243.95 sold and patio, garbage disposal,
baths, utility room, this is a year Ilardin, Kentucky, 437separately.
Now $1049 stove, refrigerator. Cablevision.
around house. Possession with 4412.
March24NC
REPOSSESSED SINGER Zig- SAVE $40 on 5-HP Tiller with 1802 Monroe Street. Phone 753deed.
Zag sewing machine with Safety Power Reverse that 8507. ALSO A VERY NICE 2 bedroom
M19C
carrying case. Full balance of ends pulling, straining. Reg.
LOST & FOUND
house in Pine Bluff Shores on
FURNISHED ONE uedroom
$48.00. See at Murray Sewing 194.95.
shady lot and ready to live in for
NOW 154 88
Center, Your Singer Approved SAVE 25 per cent on Chain apartment, available April 1st.
only $9500.
FOUND: COON dog. Phone 753- Dealer,
Bel Air Shopping CenLink Fence Outfits. 11-ga. 36.' Carpeted, tile bath. One block off
12.1 ACRE FARM for only $21,000. 8500 after 4:30 p.m.
M20 ter.
M18C
M19C hi. Includes: fabric, top rail, •ampus 811 North 16th.
WE HAVE LOTS of building lots
sleeve, line posts, loop caps, TWO
in several areas of Murray, what
BEDROOM duplex, $75.00
TOY FOX Terriers Registered. tie wires. NOW 63c linear ft.
ever your Real Estate Needs, LOST: SOI.ID black,
a menth. $50.00 deposit. Couple
part Beagle Black and white. Beautiful
ly
Come to Roberts Realty at 505 dog with white ring
Transportation extra
preferred. No pets. See at 1601
around neck, marked Will hold
till Easter.
MONTGOMERY WARD
Main Street or Call Hoyt or Ray red collar Answers
College Farm Road or call 1-313to name of Phone 642-1526,
601
Eist
.
Wood
_
Catalog
_Roberts at 753-1651.
Agency
Ml; Pete.--Phone 753-7346 M201"
'1424462. - Street. Pafik TennesSet
M19(
510 Main 753-194
M23NC
seL

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES

E T
Id hr.

So be sure to Compare before you buy,
it's Your money you're spending,

- DIRECT SERVICE

Thinking of
Home Decorating?
Think of--Hughes Point
Store

Remember...
we don't have goodbuys just
once in a whil6,
we have them every day!

SAVE 140-1104
ON SIGNATURE
APPLIANCES

KEN-TEN

BLDG. SUPPLY
Murray's
Paneling
Center

SAVE BIG ON
YARD CARE
NEEDS

THRU THE
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%it RRAY, KENTUCKY

_.
_Come In and See Why Everybody Shops at Uncle Jeff's

OVER

TERMS
CREDIT
NOW!
EASY
Store Hours:
a.m. - 9 p.m.

99,000

_9
12:30 to 6:30

Monday-Saturday _
Sunday

STEMS

U
•
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GENERAL ELECTRIC

CITY SANDLES

Galvanized

20 Gallon

GARBAGE

STEAM & DRY

-

Sizes5lO

R0

Navy Blue
White
Cobra $287
Red, White, Blue

UNCLE JEFF'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Jackets

OPEN 9-9 MON.-SAT.
SUNDAY 12:30-6: 0

.and

Lowest
Prescription
Prices

AC - Champion

Mrs.
• ..
fro
Mi.ss

Here
a f

Autolite

Soft Glove
Leather

I

cak:.

you.

Coast Guard Approved

J.

the ,
Tim

jam
hal,

BOAT -CUSHIONS

Suopott
Shoe

for

411

Pfluger

$66.00

Minn-Kota

$33.00

Silvertrol

$94.50

tune
Sc!.
•:
Seco
lea .
(union

Stainless steel spinnerhead with
20 - point pick - up. Sintered
metal gears; stainless steel line
guide prevents line fray. COMPLETE nith approximately 75
yds 10 lb test Zebco monofilament line installed on inter.
changeable spool

The
oper •
we
custo

99,
DRY

WESTINGHOUSE 100 WATT

100 Watt Soft White

ittt PORTABLE

POCKET

ANTIPERSPIRANT

REG. LIGHt
BULBS

DISPENSER
ENCLOSED

5-oz.
Reg. 1 1.19

2/46c
100 Amp FUSES 864
UNCLE JEFF'S has a large
selection of tents!
:***. From pup tents to 10x12
room size.

Acco
Elkh
beca
2 set
and
near
overr
Ch:
the f
a ffec
dar
cha

VO5
HAIR
SPRAY

TENTS all at Wholesale PriceS1

Reg. & Hard,
to Hold

LADIES

Sudsing
Anti-Bacterial
Cleanser.

Reg. 51.50

Knit Tops
Nylon
• 100,0 Polyester
• Cottons • S:11-I.

The
.will
7 30 •
Prue
Inte
atten

Ladies
Spring

Just Arrived!

100%

UNIFORM

Nylon

Western MATERIAL
Jeans

vo5
Shampoo
I5-oz.

Ken
cloud'
cooler
show
centra
in east
snow
portlo
lion e
tonight
today
Lows
30s. Hi
30s to

Reg. & Dry

Sizes: 28-38

SAVE A DOLLAR!
Reg. '1.98

ONLY $488

,'9-8

MENS

DRESSES
•

Prints
• Solids
• Checks
• Stripes

Sizes 13
3x 6x
/14

$188 tO $488

Knit Shirts

_

EX
Exte
Eentu.
Tuesd.
Cha
NIonda
Whrtin
The •.
lower
- The a
increa:
'Nes&

.• 100% Nylon
• 100% Polyester
• 100% Acrylic
• Cottons
dy

••••

So, If
in th.
use y
tornai

Rep
Club

• 100%

,4

As a
will
.• .
the
co
15 to
totall
rema
sets).
your
radio

.•
•
•,"

vt'

• •v

• •.8 •• . •
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